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Holland City News.
VOL. XVI.— NO.

HOLLAND CITY

27.

HOLLAND,

NEWS

MICH.,

LOCAL ITEMS.

Chestnuts:— “My, isn’t it awful hot,’'
“We need rain very much the earth is

Terms

of Subscription
$1.50 per year if paid in advance;$1.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.

Mr. 0. Breyman was io Chicago
week buying stock for his new store.

m

lATicrna

SATURDAY, AUGUST

this

WHOLE
The

were consumed io a very short time.

separator, belonging to Boone, Van den

just parched for need of it,” “Are you go-

Bosch &
ing to the Park to-day?” “Yes, the burned.
weather is beautiful,”are the ones

Co., valued at $450,

Sr ^

--

6, 1887.

was

alio

changes.

tinsinsssCards In City Directory, not over three

Ines. per annum.

i Notices of Slrths,Marriages, and Deaths pub
llshed without charge for subscribers.
^^iAn_advertlslng_blll^co[lectable
quarterly.

with “Job’s comfortera”
___

-

The

^Uisinggii

--

—

kept

street sprinkler is

-----

\

...V

VO

IUI

--

busy these yWatery The drought has dried up nearly

eat along the route via these railroads and

days trying to keep the dust laid in our aTTTEe wells and cisterns of that locality.
business streets.
Work was commenced this week on

Notice.

City Clerk’s Office, /
Misses Renie B. Woltman and Gertrude
Holland, Mich., August 0, 1887. [
Peek, of Chicago, are visiting friends
Notice is hereby given, That on and
and relativesin this locality.
after the 10th day of August, 1887, the
Holland City Library will be open lor the
Mrs. L. T. Ranters is visiting friends
issuing of books on Wednesdays between
the hours of 5 and 7 p. m., and on Satur- at 8t. Ignace, Mich., and will be absent
days between the hours of 2 and 4 p, m. some two or three weeks.
By order of the Common Council.
27-1
Gso. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
Mr. A. Huntley has been engaged

1.

this week in placing the engine for the

For Sale.

A very fine Registered Jersey cow, 5 Metz tannery, in Grand
3^8 °Jd, will have a full blood calf, Dec. sition.

Rapids, in po-

Plans are being

is

made

to a. Fletcher, traveling

the increase. passenger agent, Detroit, Mich.

on

for several large

Word

and expensive buildingsnext year, and
Holland’sgrowth is becoming a perma-

is a

man

medium

of

years of age, and

is

The

General

heignt, possibly sixty

well preserved and full

make him a
was
wa* perfectly
pence uy lnin*

of vigor, and his high spirits
genial
companion.
He
”
--------r

SSS

Sit

Grfind Rapids on Monday, where he
stoppingfor a short time.
--

reached us yesterday, and was

to the effect

be held by the ever held there.- Fifty-elght horses were
grounds and the entries very
youn- ladles of the M. E. Church' on on the
The wceuug
meeting was a success in
Wednesday evening, August 10th, at
residence of Mr. Lamoreux. The funds e7er7
^ace9 Holland next

—
the
way-

_

The

meeting of the Allegan and

first

Ottawa Circuit opened at Plainwell last

and best meeting week. Some

social will

ia

The Plainwell Racei.

from Allegan in regard to the

that it was the largest

all.
T.nr,™

ship in trying to “smoke the pipe of

races of the Allegan and Ottawa circuit

nent one.

A lawn

Arizona on one of

In

ever came across in his travels through
Is fully Illustrated. Parties contemplating
a trip east to the Atlanticshould send a the country. The General returned to

the building of several new residences. two-cent stamp
The building “boom”

780.

these occasions and suffered great hardpeace” with the Apaches.

We are In receipt of a book called
“From the Lakes to the Atlantic", issued
' TnE farmers in the neighborhood of
The mercury in the thermometer, Drenthe have to go to low ground for from the passenger departments of the
Grand Trunk and Detroit Grand Haven
reached nearly one hundred degrees las
water for domestic purposes and some
Wednesday.
and Milwaukee railways. It graphically

_

and spent one year

NO.

seventy-flve horses were

oq

the grounds. About five thousand people
attended during both days and financially
the meeting was

a

perfect success.

The

track was in miserable condition owing to

uaed in repairingthe week Proml8e to be a “big thing," and the dry weather and at times it was sim19, 1887. Giving milk. Reason for sellchurch.
A
hearty
invitation is extended eve,7body and his girl should attend, ply Impossible to distinguishthe horses
Miss Mary Braam, who is now living
lug no place to keep her.
to
Let nil lovers of fast horses and of speed on account of the cloud of dust which arose
in Grand Rapids, visitedher parents and
C. W. Bennett, Holland.
asso- from the track. Dr. Van Pulton’s Turk
friends here last week, returning on MonMr a
i , trials
““““ be
ue present
present and
ana encourage
encourage the
tbi
Barley Wanted.
day last.
took second money in the “Free for ill”
™
"°“
I Will pay the highest market price for
—
- -and gave Malacca, with a record of 2.20,
new barley at the Holland City Brewery.
The afternoon train from the south last of School Examiners, Prof. A. W., Taylor Last week Thursday
i uutouay a
u lady
muy came to
IO
a very close and exciting trot. Below we
Farmers bring yopr barley to me.
week Friday was three hours late owing has been chosen his successor. All com- Holland with the K. 0. T. M. excursion
tT
A. Seif, Proprietor.
give the score of all the aces:
municationspertaining to the business of from Allegan, and heard some overgrown
Holland, Mich., Aug. 8, 1887. 27-3t to an accident which happened near HopTHURSDAY.
pertown.
that office may be sent to his address, boys boasting of what they were going to
Three Tear Old and Under.
Proposed Improvement of Seventh Street,
Nunlca post
do in “that Dutch town” when they got
Uorleco ...................
White Doesburg, the oldest son of
Special Street Aesesement District,
there. Among the things they did do was ChestnutBurr ...................
There is a prospect or our having two
,,g C , g9 !7y d/d do was
Otto J. Doesburg, a former publisher of
City of Holland, Michigan.
Ilerim ................
the News, is visiting relativesin this city p easins entertainmentsin the Opera b° T|P„ 'Vlmltyr aDd m,8ul1 P989"8
ip „.,STT Clerk's Office, Augusts, 1867.
Lady Bullion ....... ...........
i.^° .i' il'iainM®cob Flleman, AugustusNames. and neighborhood.
House on August 22nd and 23rd as iho , , 7 ,
cll8sl!jn«> a Flora K .......................
Ilessel Poitma,Hendrik De Vries, E. J. Harrington Jr., Henry D. Post, Alfred Huntley, Riley
Boston Opera Company of Uventy’ p op e 8^0rt onc '“V,
by the Clockwork .......................
4 8
granger, Hoyt G. Post, J. W. Bosman, George N ./
Ground has been broke and work com- has been secured, and theyerpecttTg^ offleera, and failed to accompany ihe exLady Bullion l, Chestnut Burr 2, Corlico 8,
raised are to be

27-2t

-

,—

i.

-

—
lojiui

iszzz arc;

,

,,

—

—

,

i

office.

“ ,

,

ey

T'

Williams, Hermanns Beukema,Mrs. F. Kamftr-I
beek, Cornells Rot, First Dutch Church, Cornells'. menced on the new High School building.
«a “Mikado” and “The Masonite.” Fuli
Vlnicc, E. Bouwman, Mrs. J. Vinko, Mrs. G
Yrkes.J.Uu den Berg, R. and A. Kjmstra.G Contractor Huntley promisesto push it to particularswill bo given later.
and Michael Devine
Felix Sutter
W. Karssen, UmmertTer Beek, Mrs. G. Waiter, an early completion.
Boone & Williams, John Lezman, Jane Drol, R
have
been
taught
a
lesson
which they
C. A. Stevenson, the jeweler next to
Ranters,
Balkan, Jan Knol, Peter Reidsema,
J. A. I ey^er, Mrs. M. D. Howard, Jacob Smlts,
won’t
soon
forget.
News umv.c,
office, has
an ttuverusemeni
advertisementin
was* Emancipation
It the
— - -'--a
uuo au

^Zanfhrn^lrg^:': ott

-

^

and

-

Wm

Monday

J. uoornkate,D. Vette. CornellsBraam, H
Smit, U. Roozeboom, GeertruldaOtte. Mra* R.

Day.

»•

was not observed in Holland. The col- -^3 *S9Ue whlch we kindly invite the
frxlGo
r\: ..
_____ rftflflp.rfn nprnan A!
_____
ored folks and Holland City don’t seem reader to peruse. Mr. Stevenson is a cour-

nnrl

-i

.

some reason.

to agree for

Baldus. James Campbell, R. De Maat, Mrs G
A. Seif, proprietor of the Holland City
Kloosier, R. De Vries, Jan Smlt, City of Holland,
Brewery,
pays the highest market price
and any
and all other ncfBuu.
persons interesteu
interested in the
--,
premises hereinafternamed
for new barley. Farmers having barley
Yon
*uu ttuu
and eacn
each oi
of you are nereby
hereby notified:
notified: That
the
im,,. of
nr Holland have will do well to call on him.
the Common
Common CniinH>
Council nr
of ,h«
the City
caused to be made and depositedwith the City
Clerk for public cMminauon,
examination,profile,
pronie, diagram
diagram
Thursday and Friday Holland
and estimates of the expense for the proposedim
provement, grading and graveling of Seventh City
expect a big time with the
atreatIn laid city, to-wit
From the east side of
races. Fully half a hundred horses will

» ““

*

T

.r*

Next
may

:

be here and take

A.

rnn„,t

ISfdi
uuue

lllU*
trees,

t

Hope Reformed Church next

>o auch. pulpit
— • • -of
«

and
be

That all eidewalka and crosswalks that are found Sabbath.
kDt if ***
street be taken up

-

List of
office at

letters

-

-

remaining

m

the post- in need of fences,to build the fence that

Holland, Mich., Aug. 3d, 1887:

Mrs. Cornelia Fisher, Hans J. Henson,

8|S
“is

THB

completeda road-bed

J. G.

Van Putten,

The County Board of

M.

P.

School Exam-

iners will meet for the examination of
teachers, as follows:

Aug.

Aug. 24, Grand Haven; aept.

15,

commence at 9
school buildings. None but

m.

a.

Grand Haven and the decision in

the

the parks, or to attend the hop at “The

Ottawa. Capt. Upham

lower court affirmed.

start

the Races

Thursday and Frldty
attend

them.

wd

are next

that you should

Several tery fast as well as

valuable horses will be

Farming Im-

tell you all

about

here. Come and

bring your best girl.

\

promptly on time.

-

says the boat will

^ 2 4 4

John A. McDonald ..................
7
Reed Wilkes 1, Joe Winter 2,
lanta 4. Best time 2:423*.

5 6

Hub K.

Ex-

Mayor

E. J.

Harrington was

five years old last Saturday and
of his

most

8, Esca-

Tico Forty Race.
Brazil

.......................
4

Nellie

S

...............

3

Henry Middleton ................... 2
Bnlo .................................
j
Kate Dawson ........................
5 jq

’7

Topsy ...........................

9

Ben Wright

7 1

...................

Ben Wright

Bolo

1,

2,
2

4

1

5 2

g

Henry Middleton

the grove near his

i
‘5

some forty

summer cottage on

the

banks of Macatawa Bay, near the Resorts,

and enjoyed the afternoon in social
amusement. The supper which the party
sat down to was never excelledIn this
section. This

what

is

all say that

2 2
9
8
Kate Dawson ......................... . 1 1

Lilly D

.................................
j

Frank Wilkes .........................7 g
West Wind ........................... 4 3

cane presented by
friends. The presentation speech was

made by Mr. D.
to say that it

—

.......................

B

Country Girl

,

t**

.....

.

1

5

Msod ......... .......................3
.

Brankston ......................

9

4.K£,D=:iiL,llTD','Wt,‘WI“d
»*”'1
Tico Fifty Race, Pacing.

4«*

Capltola ..... ..............................

g 8 3.
1 l

LUla Barton ............................_

It Is needless Albatross ............................
..... \
] g
was received by Mr. Harring- Benson 0 ................................

^

manner
u v A
iA4 a ii

emotions.

->•».

con-

tlmSv!

con

—res
.

jurymen for the term of the circuit court

CaP,l°la *’ LlUa

BMlan

Beak
a*

Free for All Race.
Pathfinder................

•
I

Turk ......................

Montague Boy ........................

4
a

i

Chance.. .........................

4

MorrlceH ........................
\

a

a

Malacca ...................
eleven and twelve in
1 1 i
steam barge A. C.
Raalte,
two, three, four, five
______
________
______ ,
Billy M ...................' ........
Blx In block
th'lrty-threB;
t,i
or any part or •ub-di vision of said lota and
block*
which
ran
between
Holland
City
and
Chindt
and on the Interaections of Market, Cedar, Fleh
tinrat&v.1 Tark 2’ Ptthflnder8' Chanc# 4. Beat
and Land *tre«ts, and the said lands and premlies cago in 1871 with our present Sheriff, A.
•hallbe designated and are hereby declared to con- Woltman, as master, is
In Grand;
Post,
• AJiuici
Elmer iii» lXcui|
Rent; alaZD6BlOWD|
Jamestown
•tltotea specialstreet district, for the purpose of
special asieiimentto defray the expenseof Im- Haven for the purpose of being rebuilt,
Mrs. I.
has our thanks
John tt. Nienhuis, H. Van Noord ; Olive,
proving,grading, and graveling said Seventh
the
appreciation for a quantity of lovely fresh Chas. McCarthy, John A. Smith; Polkton]
sueet
aforesaid, said district to be known as
porter
at
the
Resorts.
J. H. Tor bn, who was some years ago flowers from her garden in this city,
“Seventh Street Special Street AasesimentDisStarling, Orlando
Murray’;

The

—

Van

_

•

now

j

Verwey

M.

MACATAWA MELANGE.

and

News Re*

Notes Gathered by

u

trict.'

That said improvement was determined npon
by the Common Council, Jane 14, 1867.
That on Tuesday the I8rd day of August, 1887, at
vswvi* yp.% us
•
v/uu LI Lit will meet
7:80 wo'clock
m.,
the wvusauvu
Common Council
.. their rooms to consider mv
it
— — objectio
’•'--‘'one
_____
to said
estimates,pltne, and profile, that may be made.
By order of the Common Council,
2T-8t
Q10. tf. SIPP, City Clerk.

..

f

employed in

Be

Orondwet office, is

now

at Spencer,

W.

Connant; Spring Like,’

There

is a

very musical crowd tt the

Ind. “Rip’s” friends in

They were tastily arranged into bouquets -William A. Lyttle; Tallmadge, E. Thir- Resorts this season. Serenades and pri*
Hoi- and were exquisite.Consideringthe ex- kettle; Wright, Daniel Hendershot; Zee- vate musicales almost nightly.

land City will be glad to hear of his suc- ceedingly dry weather of the past
cess.

the flowers

trip to the

Northern Michigan summer

The premises known as the Germania
House are for rent immediately. Apply
H. K<ENIG8BBRG. 11-tf

months, land, Peter Witvliet;Allendale, John

showed that great care and Wolbrink; Blendon, Geo. H.

Nightingale;

considerable time had been spent on their Chester, Jacob Bcholten ; Crockery,J. W.’

cultivation.

.

Green; Georgetown,Edward
Grand Haven

City, 1st

Finney;

and 2nd wards,

Mayor McBride

roe street. He will, howeyer,

is

taking more comfort

than any other half dozen

men

In hit

commodioustent on Breezy avenue.
The biggest rush of the season is looked
during the next two or three weeks.

for

August

is

always the excursionmonth.

Perch have stopped

re-

m.
home.

sorts.

tO

Thomas
to ns yesterday morning. Robinson, James

publishing a paper called The Republican

We would Inform the public* thw
Assistant General Freight Agent, M.
are now prepared to make any cakes
W. Rose, of the Chicago & West Mich.
parties or weddings and that special
R’y, and wife and daughter, Lillie, retention is given to ornamenting of caWes
turned
on Monday night from a pleasant
for any occasion. John Pessink & Bro.

To-Bent.

presented

biting, but

some

be in HoiaUj. |j
.

LAtfr
uajtjl Saturday
ooiuiuuy afternoon
Bueruoon in
in going
going to
to the
the of the more expert anglers are daily
land every Saturday at his old office, to ifKesorts we had the pleasureof meeting catching good sized strings of black bass.

The Workman

Agricultural Works attend to any law business. We are sorry /Gen. John McDonald who was spending
Messrs. M. H. Burnham, L. J. Gregory,
and ready for the to
tn lose
!n.« Mr. Diekema as a resident here, “ » few days at Macatawa Park' Hotel. and John Rogers, of Battle Creek, Mich.,
Notice.
inside work and machinery.People com- but unite with all his friends in wishin
General McDonald has held office under have been rusticating for a few days at
City Clerk’s Office, )
ing from the Resorts on the boat all re- him a prosperous and successful career
five administrations
and was collector of Macatawa.
Holland, Mich., August 0, 1887. J
mark upon its grand and imposing ap- his new
^
Internal
Revenue
at
St. Louis in 1875
Persons having books belonging to the
The park people have not been moleited
Holland City Library are hereby notified pearance.
when the celebrated“whisky ring” was wttA “fakirs” since the gang was raided
that all outstanding books belonging to
/ A barn of John Borgaards, living discovered and routed. He also enjoys the
abbot a week ago, and a number of them
said Library must be returned within five
The weather is excessively warm and about four miles north of Zeeland,
distinctionof having raised and organized sent to the county jail.
days from the date of this notice, and in dry and so is the News man— financially.
caught lire last Tuesday from sparks of
the first regimentof Unl^^^pa in the
default of same the account will be put in
Macatawa was visited this week by ons
------ ---- - shower-thresher engine/ which was at work on
Will
some
of
our
delinquents
the bands of the City Attorney for collecState of Missouri, and
or
two live dudes, a png dog, a cub bear,
down on as some of the wherewith
to ap- thTpreffitsw^The
the^preimBer^The barn with everything
tion.
htoapwaa-promoted to Brigs
find
an organ grinder with a monkey.
• By order of the Common Council.
pease our appetiteand help us pay our in it, including hay, grain, and # horse
was appointed three
27-1
^ Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
Business is certainly looking up.
JU8t
valued at about $175, and some hogs, Presidents to treat with 4
building Is completed

-

—

-

i

debts*

1.

{Continued on fourth page.)

m

tx
m
aitiwjL.

- •

.r-.A

-v

Jfp»

......................
.

Weymar.

ll8t€nt wilh the occasion and with his
flJctlD£

7

6

Daisy Wright ...........................
.

very fine gold headed
his

s

enjoyed

it. Mr. Harringtonwas the recipient of a

“Cirs
----

8,

:89V.

Three Minute Race.

fifty-

intimate friends collected in

ton
-- and
-acknowledged
—
in a
1U

The German Lutherans are now hold/
the

-3

fl 5

FRIDAY.

-

ing religiousservices In the rooms of

1

i

;

Escalante .................

Liprandi 8. 4. Best time

the fences, be has seen them.

1
3

1

.

«...
that

John Kratter as he can

third

*

Remember

Raalte’s

g

Joe Winter .................. 2
Hub K ..................
3
Mad Anthony.
Frank Rysdyk .............. ........5

Liprandi B ........................jq
plement store, and at John Alberti’s store Odd Fellow .........................
g
on Eighth itreet, or see the agent, or Mr. LadyAlmont ................
9

Coopers-

ville. Each session to

in the

Van

Four Year OUl Race.
Reed Wilkes ........................j

17, Holland;

t

and Market atreet*be assessed against the City of
Holland and paid from the general fond.
That the lot* and lands upon which said special
assessmenuballbe levied,shall Inclndelota six,
seven, eight, nine and ten, In block twenty-seven ;
lots one, two, three,four and five in block thirty :
Jots nine, ten. eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen,
fifteen and sixteen In block twenty-six; lots one,
two. three, four, flve.ilx,seven and eight in block
thirty-one: lota seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven and
twelve in block twenty-fiveand also that part or
parcel of land lying west of lot seven in block
twenty-fiveand east of the east line of Cedar street,
lots ons, two, three, four, five, six, seven and eight

men can be had that will guaranteea per-

Kramer, B.

Chas. T. Connell.

W aVerly
aVCrly 8t0De

KUh

when experienced

T.

ComPaDy,astone is grade certificates will be granted at tnese
meetings. See notice in this issue.
Sf ^mSuiSTurSfo0^?16
CeDter of 8ald put beiDff U8ed for the foundation of the
The
average uicKnoM
thicknessor
of gravel to
in course
of erecu
erection next to
me uYerBRe
to bo nine bullding
UU,*U1U* ,u
muiae ui
For the accommodation of all who wish
Inches, so spread that the same will be twelve Jnnbmun A- ntriram^io rf ... ____
Jonkni»“
»tore. It attracts
to
spend this, Saturday,evening at the
be tide*. The road-bedto be twenty-four feet general attention,
wide, and the gravel of the kind used on Tenth or
parks the Homer Reeves will run an evenN nth eireew.
runio
ttreeu.
ing trip, leaving the dock here at 8:15
sharp. This is a fine opportunityfor a
nPon that part u, ooTcuia street as aforesaid,
excepting the intersectlOD*
Pnnr»
^
Interaectionsof Land.
Land, Fish, Cedar mit
cult Court was tried last Wednesday at moonlight ride, and a whole evening at
eTBM Iftewhe^ade
after4heK^ade

will last for all time

O’Brien, John Wyrer, Frank fect fence in every particular.Farmers
Prossen,David Green, JIminy Johnson, examine the plans at post office,Boot &

Geo.

part in the different

Tj3*t fj1 that part of Seventh streetaforesaid be
graded the entire width thereof,pursuant to grade classes.
and prtflle to be established by the Common
Council as hereafter furtherdirected.
Pfanstiehl, of
That the stumps be removed. That all shade
trees on said part of aaid street be left as they
now
stand, extent snrh .. it i.
DOw'AuZttEceptMehM
iUlToand necessary .1
lo MiUmbl>J M0“ 'f iD ,h° Cily' m“kin& bl8
remove,alUoch shade trees to be taken up and *ather a short visit. He will occupy the

Rev. Albert

Over two thousand rods of orders have
been given the Michigan Hedge Comteous gentleman and is building up a perpany’s agent, August 1st, in Ottawa
manent business by selling honest goods
county. This means over six miles of
at low prices. Give him a call.
hedge. A sensible move for every man
_

Clockwork 4. Bert time, 2:53.

%

I

-

f

01[||||«

HOLLAND

4<l!! $ m.

CUBRENT EVENTS.1

CITY.

A terrific cloud burst took place at
North Hillsdale, Mass., doing immense
damage. ---- - -

Mrs. Eliza Fritz, aged 23; Miss
Amanda Fritz, aged 35; and two infant

WORDS BY WIRE.

children of Mrs. Fritz, were killed, and

John Ninnemacher, aged 13, was severely
injured, by a PennsylvaniaRailroad train
on n crossing near Reading,Pa. They had
startedon a berryingexpedition in a covered vehicle, young Ninnemacher driving.
As they were crossing the railroad track
the Philadelphia express whistled. In

Tho Latest News by Telegraph
from

All Parts of the

World.

To-

city. A great

BAST.

MICHIGAN.

»

many people viewed the
The Ohio Republicanconvention at
corpse ae it lay in state in the Tabernacle.
ledo renominated Gov. Foraker by acclaThe coffin was of polished pine. The
speakers at the funeral spoke mainly on mation. The remainder of tho ticket is
the certainty that Mormoniam is God’s made up as follows:. Capt. W. C. Lyon,
work, and bound to prevail and fill the Ljentenant Governor; W. T. Spear, Supreme Court (long term); F. J. Dickman,
earth in spite of the opposition of man.”
A Chicago dispatch says: The A. M. Supreme Judge (short term): E. W. Poe,
State Auditor; J. C. Brown, State TreasPalmer Company, now playing at McVickurer; D. K. Watson, Attorney General; C.
er’s Theater, will this week present A. Flickinger, member Board, of Pnblio
“Elaine,” with the full strength of the Works. A platform was adopted, without
company in the cast. It is an adaptation a dissenting vote, in which a protective
by George Parsons Lathrop and Harry Ed- tariff was favored, Cleveland condemned
wards of Tennyson’s well-known poem, for his pension vetoes,sympathy expressed
and upon its production in New York by with struggling Ireland, restrictionsupon
this same company several months ago, immigrationadvocated, and John Sherman
was received with much favor.
strongly indorsed for the Presidency.

JQHANN MOST.

The

Red • Mouthed Anarchisi
Charged with Inciting Incendiary Fires*

The New York Underwriters Are
Mach Alarmed Over

the

Situation.
[Now York special.]

The

Tribune says: “At the office of a
The MinnesotaRailway and Navigation The Maryland Democrats in convention
firm of well-known insurance brokers, yesPolitical Gossip, Railroad Notes, PerCompany has been incorporatedin Wis- at Baltimore nominated Elihu E. Jackson
another moment it struck the vehicle, hurlterday, it was gaid that the past six months
soual Mention, and Occurrences
consin,
with a capital of $500,000, to build for Governor. The resolutionsindorse tho
ing the women and children down a fifteenhad been the most disastrousin the fire
of Lesser Note.
foot embankment, badly mangled. Ninne- an air line from Superior, Wis., to St. administration,demand a reduction of taxrecord of any like period, save, of course,
machsr was thrown over the engine into a Paul.
ation, oppose pauper and convict immigrain that embracingthe Chicago and Boston
field. It is feared he will die.
tion,
and
favor
a
reform
in
elections.
Meager particularshave been received
So far os had been learned, only
LATEST DISPATCHES.
Mount Savage Bridge, a few miles of a disastroustornado that passed over the Gen. Clinton B. Fisk says the Pro- fires.
two companies had made any money in
west of Cumberland, Md., on the Pitts- town of David City, Neb. One man was hibition party will poll five times as many that six months. The matter has been disCHICAGO_BOODLER3.
burg division of the Baltimore A Ohio
cussed in every office and every association
killed and over half the buildingsin the votes in the coming Presidential election
of underwriters.
Railroad,
gave way under a mixed freight town demolished, The damage is esti- as they did in the last one.
The BobbflrCommissioners Take the Witness
There is one striking phase of this matStand— Mike McDonald's Dip Brother Sei> train, and the train fell into the stream mated at $200,000.
ter which has come to the fore prominentbelow.
Engineer
William
Driscoll
and
tenccd— Dr. St. John Arrested.
GENERAL.
ly iu a few days, and that is the relationof
Fireman William Payne were killed. A
SOUTH.
In the omnibus boodle trial at Chicago,
brakeman, whose name was not learned,
Father
Me
Glynn,
who
is
evidently Herr Most and his sympathizersto many
on Monday, the examinationof witnesses was severely injured.
A Houston (Tex.) special says the determinedto keep himself before the pub- of those fires. As indicative of the extent
for the defense began. A number of perCharles H. Reed, formerly Prosecu- boiler of the Houston Lumber Company’s lic, has a causticarticle in the last North to which insurancecompanies are being
aroused to this question, it is only necessons testified to the good reputations hereting Attorney in Chicago and more recently saw and planing mill exploded, killing A.
American Review, entitled, “The New saiy to call attention to a special meeting
tofore borne by several of tho defendants,
notorious as counsel for Guiteau, attempted G. Wells, general manager of the company, Kuow-Notbingism and the Old,” in which of the New \ork Board of Underwriters
their evidence going to show that people
suicide by drowning at Jersey City. He and four laborers.Three meu are also re- he attacks the Catholic hierarchy with held yesterday,to discuss this very subject
often en,oy good reputationswho do uot
deserve them. Four of tho defendant was rescued and taken to a hospital.Reed ported missing. Fragments of the boiler much vigor for its attitude toward various and adopt ways and means to meet the
emergency. Herr Most’s book bearing
public questions in America.
County Commissionerstook the wit- was discovered,a day or two ago. in the act were carriedthree-quartersof a mile.
A Hadensville (Ky.) dispatch says W. J. McGarigle, the Chicago boodler, on the subject of dynamite aud phosness stand and stoutly denied that of robbing a till at Jersey City. He is a
they had ever received money to brilliant, though erratic, man, but has been that three colored children— Sol Snowdeu, who escaped from the Sheriff' of Cook phorus ns incendiary agents was considered
at length, especially his claim that many
influence their official action. Their on the down grade for several years.
Moses Watkins, and Alice Cross— residing County on the night of the 23d ult., is now recent fires were due to their use. Copies
statements are generallydiscredited.Judge
Another wreck is reported on the Balti- near that place, were working in a tobacco
safe in ( anada. A dispatch from Sarnia, of newspapers, the book itself, aud all
Shepard overruledthe motion for a now
more and Ohio Road, at West Newton, Pa., field, when a storm came up. They took
availableinformation upon the point were
opposite Port Huron, Mich., says:
trial in the case of Edward McDonald, and
a fireman being killed, an engineer fatally shelter under a tree, and had been there
McGarigle landed here Sunday morning from a week before handed over to tho Commitformally sentenced him to three years in
the penitentiary in accordancewith th< injured, and a number of passengers hurt. but a few minutes when a bolt of lightning the schooner Edward Bluko. The Blake and tee on Police and the Origin of Fires, with
flashed down, shattering the tree and kill- tho Marsh wore in tho same tow, and while in instructionsto make a thorough investigaverdict of the jury. When asked by tut
American waters tho tug Oriole, with Chicago
ing all three instantly.
tion of the matter, and report upon some
court if he had a^'thing to say why senWEST.
detectives on board, steamed up to the Marsh
A deluge destroyed the cotton and appareutlywith tho intention of having them plan which would check, if possible,the
tence should uot be passed upon him,
Fire in the “Big Boston” Building, at corn crops in the Savannah (Ga.) valley; drop the Blake's towline. After a short conver- great increase iu the number of tires which
McDonald quietly replied: “I have
sation tho Blake's towliuo was let go, but at tho
were undoubtedly incendiary. On this
nothing to say, your Honor.” “With- Minneapolis, Minn., burned out W. E.
Hamburg is entirelyunder water, and por- sime instanta yawl left tho schooner with point a member of the board said yesterout further ceremony, then, I will Steele A Co., extensive clothiers; the
McGarigle,and quickly rowed for the Canadian
day:
tions of the city of Augusta are submerged. side, landing at Point Edward. McGarigle at
fomally sentence you,’’ said the court.
“John Most has become a factor in the
“You are an intelligent man, and it would Franklin Bazaar, and other firms. The loss Trains have ceased running and the dam- once drove to Courtright, twelve miles down the
river, ostensibly to catch a boat. He was, howage is enormous.
subject of fire insurance. Our civilization
is placed as high as $750,000.
be mockery for me to explain to you the
ever. driven back to Sarnia. It is believedthat
fall import of the verdict. Therefore,I
Judge Long, of the United States Dis- he is nervous over his safety iu Canada, as ho has come to a pretty pass when such a redA committee from Kansas City waited
command that you be taken hence to the on the President and invited him to visit trict Court at Baltimore, Md., has decided keeps away from tlie river, apparentlyfeariue mouthed, ranting anarchist's utterances
attempts at kidnaping.
have to be consideredby fire insurance
county jail, and from there to State’s
that booming town during his approaching that “Bliud Tom,” the pianist, shall be
A special dispatch from Chicago says: companies, and means devised to abate
prison, where you shall be imprisoned for
their baneful effects. There is some means
the teim of three years.” McDonald tour. The President acceptedthe invita- given up to Mrs. Eliza Bethune, who rep
Mr. McGarigle probab.'y regards his Canadian
of reaching this man, and what the law
retreat as a safe one. but sheriff Mataon has
heard tho sentence without flinch- tion, and will do Kansas City some time resentshis mother.
not given up tho chase. Within a few hours can do will soon be tried. He openly
ing, and looked intently at the Judge between the 1st and 15th of October.
after the news reached him that his man was boasts in his book that recent fires are,
RAILWAYS.
while he was speaking. Dr. St. John,
A dreadful calamity occurredon the
iu Canada & Deputy 5-horiff was started iu pursome of them at least, doe to anarchists.
n prominent Chicago physician,charged Kansas City line of the Chicago and Alton
suit of the fugitive. Before the afternoonhad
A
San
Francisco
specialsays thatdur- passed a movement was set on foot by a Whether true or not, his utterances have
with aiding McGarigle to escape, was arof citizens interested in the their effect.”
wsted and held to bail in $20,000. Mc- Railway near Hopedale, 111., twenty-five ing the examination of President Leland committee
prosecutionof tho “boodlers" to secure
On the subject of averting disastrous
miles west of Bloomington,on Wednesday | Stanford by the Pacific Commissionhe McGarigle’s extradition. Governor Oglesby
Garigle is in London, Canada, where he
losses in fire insurance,remedieshave been
will be asked for the necessarypapers at once.
expects to bo joined by his family. He
Fre^ht
74> b0,lnd ,for ww asked: ‘'Have said companiesop
Kansas City, crashed into the construction
The grounds on which the issue of such docu- considered by fire underwriters from time
boasts that he will be back in Chicago “a
either of them, or their officersor agents, ments will be asked is that the Queen's flubto time. Yesterday all phases of the matfree man” within ninety days. Ex- Warden train on Orendorffs bridge,two miles south paid any money or other valuable consider
jects entered into a conspiracy to procure the
Charles L. Frey is still in jail, having been of Hopedale. A large number of cars were ation or done any other act or thing for escape of a convictedcriminal. Severallaw- ter were taken up. One measure proposed
unable to secure bondsmen. His bail has smashed and many casualties resulted. the purpose of influencinglegislation?” yers have been consultedon the question, and is that every person insured shall, iu the
The following were killed: Morton Dunhave expressed the opinion that sufficient case of a ran in such extraordinary,and
been fixed at $1,000 on each indictment, or
He answered: “No reduction will be made grounds exist for the extraditionof the ex- for the companies exhausting losses, share
seth, of Delavan; Walter, a boy on the con$16,000 in oil.
from that portion of tho net earnings be- warden.
in a portion of his own loss. Another sugstruction train; James Brown, of Hopelonging to tlie United States on account of
STILL TALKING.
A constructiontrain on the Chicago, gestion was that known as the French sysdale; Frank Drake, of Petersburg; Plano
any expendituresfor which detailed and
Barrow, of Ashland; James Kellogg, resiBurlington and Quincy Railroad ran into a tem, in which every insured person must
Old Jeff Davis Writes a Letter on Prohibidence
unknown.
The
following were satisfactory vouchers are not furnished.” street car at Galesburg, Hi., and several pay for injury done to contiguous proption in Texas.
erty when the tire starts on his own premwounded: August Kadel, of Bloomington, “That is not answering the question,”
A Fort Worth (Texas) dispatch says: shoulder broken; John Ely, of Hopedale. said Governor Pattison. “Has tlie com- passengerswere severely if not fatally in- ises.
“On the occasion of the anti-prohibition leg broken and foot smashed; Samuel pany spent any money to influence legisla- jured. The blame rests on the driver of
This city and vicinity have been the
Anderson, leg amputated;W. Ken- tion?” Gov. Stanford — “I have answered the street car. A collisiontook place on great sufferers iu the recent unprecedented
State barbecue here a strong letter was read
ney, of Tallula,head braised; Sher- the question. What we do with money the Hooksett branch of the Concord (N. losses. Said Mr. Kennedy yesterday: “New
from Jefferson Davis to ex-GovernorLubman
Atkins, of Hopedale, leg hurt; that the Government does not share in or H.) Railroad, owing to a misplaced York has been the worst sufferer in the
bock, denouncingprohibitionon the ground
we do not charge up to her needs no switch. Three persons were killed and last six months, although Chicago, MilThomas Kavanaugh, road master, of the what
that the world is governed too much. The
answer.”
several sustained painful injuries.On
Alton Road, leg and ankle sprained; Frank
waukee, aud other cities have done their
Gazette prints a reply to Mr. Davis’ letter
the East Lino, near Farmersville, best to keep np an undesirablerivalry.
Holmes, of Bloomington, engineer of the
from Senator John H. Reagan, expressing
Texas, the rear car of a train left the track
WASHINGTON.
freight, arm hurt; Thomas Delong, brakeJust this morning we learn of another Chieurprise and sorrow that Mr. Davis should
and fell down on embankment. No one
man,
of Bloomington, badly hurt; Firehave taken sides on the question. Senator
The naval board appointedto examine was killed, but eight or ten passengers were cago fire; loss, $300,060.”
One feature in insurancebusiness which
Reagan says the Davis letter has cost pro- man Maher, of Bloomington,slightly hurt. the new cruiser Atlanta finds that the vessel, badly hurt. A passenger train ran down
The wounded and killed were all taken to
has been brought to light iu the recent
hibition thousandsof votes in Texas.”
a
buggy
containing
four
persons
at
Lake
Hopedale, and the injured received atten- with its present armament, is wholly unfit
losses is what are termed “Jumbo” lines,
tion from Bloomington surgeons. The for service. The Boston and Chicago are View, Mich.; two women were killed, but and the matter is commented on with surRussia and Germany.
the others escaped with braises. At prise in insurancecircles. By this it is
cause of the accident is still unknown.
supposedto be in the same condition.
Russia has evidently determined to exMarshfield, Wis., the fastenings of a carA Chicago telegram of Thursday last
Messrs. John A. Kasson, Amos R. load of flat lumber gave way and the lum- meant that several companies which had
tirpate the German traders and German
hitherto incurred a risk of a small percentsays:
Little and Hampton Carson, a committee ber fell on three men who were unloading
people in tho Baltic and Western provage have been insuring a much larger per
it, mangling them so badly that one died
Interesting and racy developmentswsre made
of the commission to arrange for the celecent., and thus running into the “jumbo**
inces, and has succeeded in affrontingthe
again yesterdayin the boodlera’ trial A numand the recovery of the others is doubtful. lines. Among those companies are said to
German high- place dignitaries and the ber of personstestified to selling goods to the bration of the centennial anniversarv of
county
and
paying
commissions
to
members
of
be some well-known companies of this city,
whole German commercial world. As a
the foundation of the Federal Constitution,
gang. Several of the witnesses admitted called at the White House on Thursday,
FOREIGN.
Brooklyn,and Chicago.
measure of retaliationthe Reichstag will the
that they cheated the county in their bills in
On the whole situation an insurance agent
absolutely exclude all new Russian loans order to make up for the amounts given the says a Washington special,to formally inAn Irish constable, who resigned out of said yesterday: “If this thing keeps up we
from German markets, and in conjunction gang. Henry C. Walker, a carriage manufac- vite the President to visit Philadelphia
turer, swore that a bill presented the county in upon that occasion. The celebration will disgust with the coercionact, has been are going to ’stop; that’s all. It is somewith the great financial houses, means will
his name and his signature on the take place on Sept. 15, 1G and 17. The made the subject of an enthnsiastic pop- thing like the hot weather— we must have a
be taken for the gradual elimination of
warrant issued in payment thereof
Russiau securities.Retaliatory fiscal were forgeries. It Is the univorsol President accepted the invitation,and as- ular demonstrationat Dublin. Other con- let-np or perish."
measures will be prepared, and the Czar Impressionin Chicagothat the entire batch of sured the committee that he would en- stables have resigned for the same reason.
Indicted officials will be convicted and sent to deavor to be present upon tbe three days
A FAMOUS BALL-PL IYER.
and Emperor William will not meet.
A proposal to extend the right of sufthe penitentiary.McGarigle Is now believed
mentioned.
The
programme
of
exercises
«> have sailed from Chicago on the schoonerE.
frage has been rejected by the Belgian Arlle Latham, Third DaHntnan of tho 8t.
A Lively Christening.
Dlabo, which cleared suddenly from this was submitted to the President,and re- Chamber of Deputies.
At a christening in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Saturday night, ostensibly for Kingston, ceived his approval.
Louift Browns.
Untario. An Interestin the schooner is owned by
Daniel Mullen and Dennis Dillon appear- Dr.
Rumors of the base- ball deal by which
George C. Gorham, the ex- Secretary
MARKET REPORTS.
Ht. John, the friend of the fugitive,who had
a long conversation
with him at the jail Satur- of the Senate, has a plan for checking imed as unbidden guests, and volunteered to
Yon Der Ahe is to assume control of the
day afternoon. A yacht is In pursuitof the E.
NEW YORK.
"clean out” the whole party. They drew R. Blake, which has not touched at auy port migration to the United States. He thinks Cattle ..........................
Philadelphia Athleticsare rife, says an ex3 4.00 & 5.00
since leaving Chicago.
their knives and sailed in, and a terrible
that the off scounngs of foreign coun- Hogs .............................5.25 & 5.75
change, and it is said that if the
Wheat— No. 1 Hard .............. 804^ .87
fight followed. Michael Mullen, aged 19,
D. R. Anthony, the aggressive editor of tries have come to America because of
deal is consummated Von Der Ahe will
No. 2 Rod ............... 7» (A .73 ^
was killed, and his sister,Mrs. Annie
transfer Latham, the great coacher of
the Leavenworth Tivxes, was publicly the lax way iu which the naturaliza- Corn —No. ....................... 45 & .46
Pearl, fatally wounded. Two others were
tion laws have been enforced. If Oats— White ......................39 1$ .42
horsewhipped in that city by Councilman
cut, but not seriously.
the tests of good moral character and at- Pgbk— New Mess ................16.00 d 16.50
CHICAGO.
Bond, whom he had assailedin his paper. tachment to the Constitution were looked
CATTLE-Cbolcoto Prime Htoors 4.50 ©4.75
Iron-Workers on a Strike.
This is no new experience for the veteran upon by the courts as meaning something
Medium ............... 3.50 ^ 4,Ji
Nearly five thousand iron-workersin editor, who is never without a fierce per- Mr. Gorhnm thinks it would not be easy
Common .............. to n 3.50
sonal controversy on band, and sometimes for nn undesirableperson to get two rep- Hoos— Shipping Grades ......... 5.00 & 5.50
the Mahoning Valley have stopped work,
(lour -Winter Wheat .......... 4.00 (<t 4,50
has half a dozen at a time. He is a brother utable witnesses to testify to his fitness.
Whkat-No. 2 Red Winter ....... 71 ca .71^
owing to tho refusal of the mill-owners to
of Susan B. Anthony, and is a bom fighter.
Corn— No. .......................
.38'a
Secretary
Whitney
announces
that
recognize a rule of the Amalgamated AssoAt last accounta he was parading the streets
Oath-No.2 White ............... 28 1$ .29
ciationprohibiting any man from holding of Leavenworth with a revolverin his the negotiations which have been pending Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 22 tjc 22<4
Fine Dairy ...... ....... 15 Si
two jobs” at tho same time. It is expect- hand, while his assailanthad been arrested for months between the Navy Department
Cheese— lull Cream. Cheddars. .09% .10%
ed that the strike will become general and released on bail.
Full Cream, now ....... 10% 1* .10%
and the Hotchkiss Ordnance Company
throughout the country.
io*S
The Citizens’Savings Bank of Leaven- have culminatedin a contract,the effect of Eons— Fresh .....................
Potatoes— Choice, new, per brl .00
75
worth has closed its doors. The Presi- which will be the establishmentof a Pork— Meas ..... ................10.75 17.25
Murdered His Chlld-wlfe.
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In

Jersey City, Joseph Schlimmer mur-

dered his IC-year-old wife, to whom he
was recently married, because she refused
to live with him. There had been an agreement with the girl’s parents that the young
couple should uot live together for two
years, on account of tho bride's tender

^ch manufactoryfor Hotchkissguns
parts coun rj.

dent (Clemens) is a defaulterto the tune
of about $40,000, and has left for
unknown. The bank held over $100,000

•

Uncle Sam’s revenues

in

for July amount

MILWAUKEE.
Wheat—

Cash .....................69

Corn— No. 3 .......................
Oats— No. 2 White ................ 30

&
$
&

.09%
.'30%

Rye-No. ........................
^ .50
Pons-Mess ....................14.75 ©15.23
A genuine sensation was created in the than $1,000,000a day.
8T. LOUIS.
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... 70 65 .70%
great boodle trial at Chicago, on Friday,
An examinationof the books and ac Corn— Mixed .....................
v* .55%
when defendant George C. Klehm, Presi- counts of George W. Evans, financial and Oats— Mixed ......................23 & .24
years.
Pork— New Mess ................ 14.75 ©13.25
dent of the Board of County Commission- disbursing officer of the Interior DepartTOLEDO.
WHEAT-Cash .................... 73 & .73%
Cleveland’sWestern Trip.
Corn— No. ......................
<<$ .40%
The President will leave Washington
Oats ..........
25 u5 26
DETROIT.
the last of September on his much-advertised tour, which will embrace St. Louis,
ii:g
Kansas City, Chicago, St. .Paul, Minneap- prise. The fact that he contemplated such
fe-yiaYwiiio::::::::::::
*8 g ‘8
a step seems to have been a secret careolis, Milwaukee, Nashville, and Atlanta.
Corn -No. ......................
POUTICS.
fully guarded from his associate.! iu crime.
OaTS-No. 2 White ..............29
29>a
He again requeststo be spared anymore
As may well be imagined, their dismay was
* *
visits from invitationcommittees.
The
State Republican Convention of W heat-No. 2 Red ............... 72 **
rt
.T2%
profound. It is understood that Klehm
will take the witness-standand make a Ohio assembled Wednesday at Toledo.
Telegraphic Flashes.
clean
breast of all he knows about the Hon. Dan Ryan, of Scioto, was made tem- PORK-Mess. ....................
The Berlin mercantilecommunity is suc15.25 SlS’.TS
Live Hogs ......................4.75 w 5,50
conspiracy to plunder the county, in which porary Chairman. A resolution was pre
cessfullyfighting anarchismand socialism
he has played so conspicuous a part. : sented indorsing tho Hon. John Sherman Wheat— No. 1 HardBUFFALO.
.............. 88 @ .82%
with co-operative measures.
\\ nether he has been promised immunity | for the nomination to the Presidonov. On
Corn-No. 2 Yellow ..............
.44
45
Senator Stanford,before the Pacific Irom punishment os a reward for turning motion of General Warren Keifer, it went Cattle .....................
4.00 @4 50
INDIANAPOLIS.
to Uie committeewithout debate. A resoInvestigatingCommittee at San Francisco, State's evidence has not transpired.
A
Salt
Lake
City
(Utah)
dispatch
lution
presented
by the anti- Sherman men
Cal., put his share of the Central Pacific
says: “The body of John Taylor, late pledged the enthnsiastio support of the
lines down at $13,000,000.
.’.V;.'* J.09 t ^70
party to tho national nominee, and simply Wheat— No. 2 Red.'
Public Printer Benedict asserts that President of the Mormon Church, was called the attentionof the Republicans of
Oats—No.
2 Mixed
.W
.7.*.''
%
buried on the highest point of the ceme- the State to the career of Mr. Sherman. At
there are to-day more veteran soldiers, their
EAST
‘ *
tery beside the body of his wife, who died the evening meeting of the Committee on
Cattle— Prime .................4.50 @5.21
widows and children, employed in the last winter. Both bodies will be transResolutions it was decided to report favora£dlr ....................3.50 tn 4.00
Governmentprinting office than ever be- ferred to a granite vault to be erected on bly the resolutionindorsing Mr. Sherman,
Hoos
............................
boS S5 75
• .
the spot. There was no excitement in the j offered by General Grosveuor.
b»«p ...................
of deposits.

to over $32,000,000, an average of more
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LIBERTY.

Stn

the St. Lonis Club, to Philadelphia.
Should this be effected there can be
but little doubt that the Athletic Club
will again rise to the place it held a few
years back. Beside this, it is reported
that Latham and Bnshong do not agree
together, and that a change would therefore be somewhat of a diplomaticstroke.
It will be remembered that Latham and
Bnshong indulged in a fight on the Baltimore grounds early in 1886, and that the
manager, Barnie, of the Baltimores,prefered charges against them, which resulted in their each being fined $100, the
fine being levied at a specialmeeting of the
Associationmanagers held at Commbas,
Ohio, June 9, 1886. Latham is the greatest
third baseman iu the Association, and as a

coacher he stands

unequaled. «

i

THE BASE-BALL RECORD.
The Fight Between

Detroit,

Grow-

Chicago, and Boston
ing Sharper,

Changes in the Detroit Team— Other
Base-Ball News and
Gossip.

[CHICAGO COKRESPONDENCE.J
Fourteen weeks of the League championship season have passed,

and

the teams in

the race, from the leaders to the tail-enders are ploying better ball, upon the average, than has

been known

before in the

history of the game professionally. In the

opinion of nine out of ten Chicagoans
nothing short of the collapse of the team

can prevent the White Stockings from
winning the pennant again this season.
This is a most gratifyingchange in the
drift of public opinion and sentiment, for
not more than six weeks ago an indignant
public in this city was freely expressing

its

disgust at the policy of President Spalding and Capt. Anson in releasing what was
looked upon as the most valuable

men

in

new material thus secured the club has a
great deal more materialthan is needed,
and it is but natural to suppose that some
of those who are considered the least use-

REMINISCENCESOF PUBLIC MEN.
by ben: perley POORE.

half-sentences hart been collected, put
together in the falsest manner, and then
made to flare out as if there had been

some

discovery. But all this failed.
ful will be allowed to go. The probabiliSoon after the election of James K. The next report was to supposed correties are that Briody and Weidman will be Polk as President, over which the
spondence. My letters were sought
among those which the club will let go.
Whigs felt decidedly disgruntled, Mr. for, to learn if, in the confidence of
Con Cregan.
Clingman, of North Carolina, then a private friendship, I had never said
leading Whig, made a speech on the sit- anything which an enemy could make
uation, in the House of Representa- use of. With this view the vicinity of
tives. He gave, in the course of his re- my former residencehas been searched
marks, a history of the recent political as with a lighted candle. Now HampThe Monthly Debt Statement Issned
campaign, and accused the Democratic shire has been explored from the mouth
by Treasurer Jordan.
party of having resorted to the grossest of the Merrimack to the White Hills.
frauds, especially in the States of Now In one instance a gentleman had loft
York, Pennsylvania, Louisiana and the State, gone 500 miles off and died.
Uncle Sam's IndebtednessReduced About
Georgia, and said very hard things, but His papers were examined, a letter was
Five Millions in July.
in a playful manner, of bis politicalop- found, and I have understoodit was
ponents. The next day Mr. Yancey brought to Washington; a conclave was
addressed the House on the Texas hold to consider it, and the result was,
[Washington telegram.]
The following is a recapitulation of the question, and took occasion in the com- that if there was nothing else against
mencement of his remarks, to depre- Mr. Webster, the matter had better bo
debt statement issued on the 1st inst.:
cate' the manner in which Mr. Cling- left alone. Sir, I hope to make every1NTKIIE8T-UKAH1NUDEBT.
Bonds at 4^ 'per cent ...............
$ 250,000,000 man had spoken; and said that “in that body of that opinion who brings against
Bonds at 4 per cent ................. 737,804,950 portion of the country which ho had the
mo a charge of want of patriotism. ErRefunding certltlcatosat 4 per cent. 171,900
Navy pensionfund at 3 per cent.
. 14,000,000 honor to represent, Mr. Clingman was rors of opinion can bo found, doubtless,
PacifloRailroad bonds at 0G per cent. 64,023,512 everywhere viewed as the betrayer of on many subjects; but as such conduct
bis country. He was looked on by flows from the feelings which animate
Principal ........... ................
*1,060,600,863
Interest.............................
7,168,653 every one as a renegade, recreant to the the heart, I know that no net of my
principles and the interest of that por- life has had its origin in the want of arTotal ............................
*1,073,709,015
DEBT ON WBICU INTKHK8THAS CEASED SINCE tion of the Union. With this estimate dent love of country. ”
MATUBITT.
of him beforehandoven ho (Mr. YanPrincipal ................
*6,101,115
Establish Industrial Schools.
cey) was astonished when that gentleInterest..............................
195,685
The history of the past conclusively
man got up to taunt his brothers of the
Total ............................
*0,357,000
South because their strenuous efforts demonstratesthat education of the
DEBT BKAIUNO NO INTEREST.
head alone will not prevent crime. In
Old demand and legal-tender notes *346,738,146 and earnest and continuedexertions
Certificatesof deposit ............... 8,460,000 had not been able to prevent the repeal fact, an education which touches the
Gobi certificates ....................
94,090,087
mental faculties alone may ho callable
Silver certificates ................... 144,100,141 of that rule of the House which prohibFractionalcurrency (loss *8,375,930
ited the presentationof abolitionpeti- of doing immense damage. It has been
estimatedas lost or destroyed).
0,945,749
tions. The motives which ho attributed charged against American educational
Principal ........................*601,300,123 to their conduct on that subject were methods that their tendency is to proTOTAL DEBT,
such as could have been found only in duce discontentamong those who were
Principal ............................
*1,676,001,600
born in poverty,and in some respects
Interest..............................
7,034,538 the heart of him who, after betraying
those who had trusted him and going the charge is true. Wo want always
Total ............................
*1,681,426,130
over to the ranks of the enemy, turned an education of the heart as well as an
Less cash items available for reduction of th« debt ...................
* 201,144,703 and floated the colors of that enemy in aducation of the head. Wo want also
Less reserve hold for redemption of
the face of his own friends. Mr. Yan- an education of the hands. Under the
United States notes ...............
100,000,000
cey know that such had been the esti- American plan of government the
Total ............................
* 301,143,703 mate entertained by nineteen-twentiethschurch and the homo must be depended
of the men of the South respecting this upon very largely to instill religious
Total debt less available cash
items ........................ *1,320,282,436 gentleman;and ho must confess his principles into the young, though there
Net cash in the Treasury ..... ...... 45,008,59
surprisewhen he rose in this House, is no reason why the State should not
and bragged of what ho termed the dis- teach religion unmixed with sectarianDebt less cash in Treasury Aug. 1.
1«87 ...............................
*1,274,583,812 honesty and rascalityof the State he ism. But unless the homo and the
Debt less cash iu Treasury July
church can hold the young there is lit*
had the honor to represent.
1, 1887 .............................
1,279,428,737
Mr. Clingman rose, and wished to tie probability that the State will bo
Decrease of debt during tno
explain, but Mr. Yancey fciid, “No sir, able to do much for them in a rtligious
month ......................... 4,344.994
I want no explanations. Explanations way. The one defect in our present
CASH IN THE TREASURY AVAILABLE FOR REDUC-

NATIONAL FINANCES.

.
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The champions returned

last

week from

now upon
the Chicago grounds for a series of games
with all the Eastern clubs and three games
with Detroit.The boys are playing pennant ball in even- game. The three bat-

their second Eastern trip, and are

teries are in splendid form, and every

man

in the team has got his eyes on the ball.
Sullivan, Pfeffer, Clarkson and Baldwin
have picked up in their batting the past
week, while Burns, Van Haltren and Williamson have dropped off a little. The
most pronouved feature of the team's play
is the field-work of Pfeffer, Burns and
Williamson. The latter is without doubt
the finest short stop in the League. His
play, which was always good, has become
phenomenal,and is attracting attention all
over the country. Glasscock’s title of
“King of Short Stops" is rapidly waning in
the light of Williamson's work. Pfeffer is
also playing remarkableball, and the same
may 'b<
be said of Burns. The out-fieldappears to be pretty near impregnable. Sullivan is covering more
re ground
around tl
than a summer squash-vine, and Ryan, in center, is
attending to nearly everythingthat comes
his way.

Silver held for silver certificatesactually outstanding ................
144,106,141
U. 8. notes hold for certificates of
deposit actually outstanding ..... 8,400,000
Cash held for matured debt and interest unpaid .....................
13,525,034
Fractionalcurrency ................ 1,821

Total available ...............
.. *201,143,703
RESERVE FUND.
Held for redemption of U. S. notes,
acts January 14, 1875, and July
12,

*

1882 ............................100,000,000

Unavailablefor

rod

notion of debt

Fractional silver coin ..............

:

8

20,691,103

Minor coin ..........................112,739

3

Total ............................ 26,803,845
Certificateshold as cash ............ 22,658,219
Not cash balance on baud .......... 45,098,594

Total cash in 'JToasurv as shown by
the Treasurer's general account. .8

4

50,304,361

SIMEONI.
The Cardiiml Who Intercededin Behall
ol Dr.

McGlynn.

His Eminence Giovanni Simeoni, an

Italian Cardinal, was born at Paliano, in
the diocese of Palestrina, July 23, IKK',
and having been ordained priest, he was,
on account of his solid learning, employed
in offices of considerable importance. In
boston’s work.
1H17 he was Auditor of the Nnncialure of
As for Boston, the team next to Chicago Madrid. After some years we find him* in
in the race, there seems to be something Borne, Prefect of Studies in the Pontifical
between its players and winning ball Lyceum of the Roman Seminary and
which even the influence of the great and
only Kelly can not dispel. It seems to be
peculiarly unfortunateaway from home.
When the boys from the Hub came West
early in the summer Kelly got so badly
crippled that he could not play. Several
other members of the team were suffering
from injuries. The boys had not been
away from home two days on the present
trip when Homung was taken ill and had
to be left in New York. Kelly is now
doubled up with cramps, and is scarcely
able to play. With Kelly and Hornung
out of condition, there isn’t much
left in the Boston team to whip. The
club will be in great luck if it regains the
groundjjit has lost during the past week.
THE OTHER CLUBS.
It would be well for everybody to keep
an eye on Philadelphiaand Now York.
These clubs are not so very far behind, and,
what is more interesting, they are playing
stronger ball us the season advances. One
or both of these clubs will cause some
trouble. Of the tail-endersPittsburgh
has been playing the better ball during the
past week. Tue fielding of this team bos
been very fine all season, but they are still
lamentably weak with the stick. If this
club had had a half-dozen good battersat
the beginningof the season it would have
a hand in the fight to-day. Indianapolis
and Washington are showing a marked
improvementin playing strength, the
Eastern club in particularplaying some of
the greatest ball recorded this’year.
A great many people seem to have mode
up tueir minds that Detroit is going lo
take a very big tumble in the race. One
Chicago paper in p irlicnlar expresses the
opinion that it will be beaten out
by Chicago. Boston, and
York,
and that even Philadelphia will give it a
tough tussle be tore the seascu ends. In
the opinion of jonr correspondent this is a
mistaken idea. In the face of all this sort
of predictionsthat have been made for a
month past, Detroit has gone right along
playing good ball, defeating the League’s
best teams, and staying at the top

New

ties in an

ProthonotaryApostolicParticipant.For
many years he was Secretary of the Congregation of the Propa .anda, and as Consulter be belongs to the Holy Roman and
UniversalInquisition, to the propaganda
for affairs of the Oriental Rite, to the
Council for the reusion of Provincial
Councils and for extraordinary ecclesiastical affairs. When the Ecumenical Council of the Vatican was called Mar. Kimeo-

proceeded with methods of training is the lack of industrial education. The State should
This was on Tuesday, and on the teach its young people to use their
evening of that day, or on the morning hands. Three-fourths of the inmates
ensuing, Mr. Clingman, through a of our prisons are persons who have
friend, sent a note to Mr. Yancey ask- never been taught a trade. They come
ing him whether ho meant his remarks from the ranks of the rich as well as
as personal, or whether they were the poor, but they have one thing in
merely of a political character. Mr. common— they do not know how to use
Yancey replied by cutting from the their hands. Parental folly or parenGlobe the report of his speech, and tal indifference has handicapped them
sending it to Mr. Clingman. Mr. for life. In self-protectionthe State
Clingman deeming this an insult, in- should provide means by which this
vited Mr. Yancey out of the city to talk evil of omission may be remedied. Inabout the matter. Mr. Yancey did not dustrial schools would be much cheaper
hesitate,and left Washington in the in the end than prisons and penitencars on Wednesday evening,as it were, tiaries. A little less grammar and
for Baltimore. Mr. Clingman took his geography, even a little less algebra
departure the next morning. Mr. Hu- and geometry, and a little practical
ger, a son of the Senator, accompanied knowledge of tools would bo better for
Mr. Yancey, and Mr. Clingman engaged the young people and better for the

ho

Secretary of State by

Cardinal Francbi in 1878, when Pope Leo
XIII. appointed Cardinal Simeoni Prefect
of lie stiing in the race, and of the Propaganda.
the probabilitieswould, to an unprejudiced
mind, seem to point to its continuing as it Mrs. General Logan’s Painful Injnry.
in unless Chicago alone among all the
[Washington telegram.]
oth r clubs can overtake it.
Surgeon General Hamilton,assisted by
During the past week the management Manning Logan and Major Tucker, reset
of the Wolverines has spent no less than Mrs. John A. Logan’s fractured shoulder5W.U0J in securing new playets, a fact blade and elbow, the surgeon having made
which proves more conclusively than any- the discovery that the parts had begun to
thing else that the club intends staying in knit in the wrong places. The operation
the League for not only the present season was entirely successful, and Mrs. Logan,
bnt so many more as it chooses. The though suffering intense pain, is reported
three men secured in the latest deals are to be resting quietly without suffering any
good ones. Gruber, the successfulpitcher ill effects from the ether she inhaled.
of the Hartford (Conn.) Club, was
the first one signed, and he has been tried
An immense migration movement to
and has given satisfaction. The others Western Siberia of the peasants and farare Beatin and Kinslow, the crock battery mers of central Russia is in progress. An
of the Allentown (Pa.) Club, and if rec- agriculturalcrisis is threatened as a result
ords count for anything they will prove of
. - tl
the exodns, and the Government if
valuable additions to the nine. With the about to put a stop to it.

community. In all our

principal
cities there should bo atreputation of having killed three or tached to the common schools a workfour men in duels. The meeting took shop, in charge of a practical mechanic,
place near Bladensburg, at 3 o’clock in where our boys might attain a knowl-

the services of Dr. Carr, of Baltimore,
late Consul to Tangier, who had the

afternoon.On the first fire, Mr.
Yancey’s ball struck near Mr. Clingman’s foot, and Mr. Clingman’sball
passed near Mr. Yancey’s head. The
seconds then interfered,explanations
were made, and the combatantscorthe

dially shook hands.

“Long John" Wentworth,

who was

six feet seven, and Stephen A. Douglas, the “Little Giant," who was five
feet four, were members of the House
of Representatives at the same time.
One day when they stood conversing in

the area before the Speaker’s chair,
Wentworth bending over and Douglas

on

tiptoe,

John Quincy Adams

said,

“Illinois there presents us with the long
and the short of its position on the bill
before the House.”

towns and

edge of

tools and their uses. Nor
should the girls be forgotten. While
thoj are being given a “finished” education it would be well if there were
attached to the school a departmentin
charge of an accomplished housekeeper
where they might be taught baking,
cooking and all the mysteries which
enable a woman to intelligentlymanage the affairs of her own household.
We venture to say that a little education in this direction would be of more
value to many a young girl than a
knowledge of music and French, though
these are not to bo despised.— /f/foona

Tribune.
A Cheeky Cadet.

when the offenses of
Point cadets are very flagrant,
John Randolph was, in his day, the courts-martial are called to try them.
lion of the Capitol, and the following Those are composed of army office™,
story is told of a new member from who sit in trial like judge and jury
Kentucky who wished to be presented when the offender is in civil instead of
to him. A friend, Gen. Raymond, military life. Those courts-martialare
promised to present him, saying though, often very funny. Once there was a
“you must be prepared for an odd re- youngster who was so perfectly outrageception, for if Randolph is in a bad hu- ous that he knew ho would be dismissed
mor, he will do anything, say anything; at the approaching examination,so he
if he is in a good humor, you will see a determined to have a good time before
most finished gentleman." They called. he left On the grounds was an old
Mr. Randolph was stretched out on a disused shed of some kind, and in it the
sofa. “He seemed," said the member,
"a skeleton, endowed wjth those Hashing eyes which ghost stories give to the
reanimated body when sent upon some

earthly mission."

The Congressman was presented by
his friend, the General, as
of Congress from

a member

Kentucky.“Ah, from
exclaimed Randolph,

Kentucky, sir,”
in his shrill voice, as he rose to receive
ui was one of tli'6Consulters for the Comhim; “from Kentucky, sir; well, sir, I
misstou of Oriental Churches and Missions consider your State tLo Botany Bay of
and for Ecclesiastical Discipline.March Virginia.” The Kentuckian thought
15. 1875, Pius IX. created h.m a Cardinal,
that the next remark would be a quotaand on the death of Cardinal Antonelli,
tion from Barrington’sBotany Bay epiin 18J6, be was appointed Secretary of
State to Pins IX.— an office which he re- logue, applied by Randolph to the Virtained until the death of that Pontiff. He ginia settles of Kentucky :
was succeeded as

Albany police court

a few

days

ago.

The Indian River in Florida is called’
A straight
lino can be drawn through seventy-live
the straightest in the world.

miles of it without touching shore.

A turtle caught in York River, Vo.,
and taken to Baltimore, weighed 500
pounds. It measures nearly seven feet
from the head to tho tip of the

tail.

Mexican women shop in their carriages and make the clerks bring out to
the curbstone tho goods they waut to
see. Only servants and foreigners buy
at the counters.

A

bird’s nest

found on a roof near

tho United States Mint in Washington;
was beautifully lined with gold. The
parent bird had carried off gold dust in
its feathers

tiny

;

.

AGAIN.

A bald-headed Italian and a red-i
headed negro were among the curiosi-

and shaken them out in

its

home.

.

.

the team, and thus ruining the chances of
the city for even a decent standing in this
year’s race. Messrs. Anson and Spalding,
however, builded wiser than the public
knew, with the result that Chicago has
probably the most capable ball team today that it ever had. The race
thus far has been ’a desperatestruggle
from the start. With such strong clubs as
Pittsburg, Philadelphia,New York, Poston, and Detroit ahead of him, Anson’s
task to pilot his own nine to the top was
thought to be too great for the famous
captain to accomplish. But he has done
it, thanks to his own matchless guidance
and the wonderful playing of his men, and
to-day he stands the same excellentchance
of winning the flag as he did at this time
last year. The spurt made by the Chica1
gos is without a parallelin the historyof
the league. It is a record such as will probably not be made again in years. Lettersof
& congratulatory nature have been pouring
in upon Anson from all sections of the
country for more than a month past, and
there seems not to be a sign remainingof
the condemnatoryand critical spirit that
TION OF PUBLIC DEBT.
elsewhere."And
existed everywhere against Anson and the Gold held for cold certificatesactually outstanding .................. *94.993,037 his remarks.
club at the outset of the season.

HOME

CURIOUS FACTS.

True patriots we, for bo It understood.
We If It our countryfor our country’s good.

Sometimes,

West

at

A talking canary has boon discovered1
Lowestoft, England. It belongs to

a lady who has taught it to repeat
several words and phrases, and to imitate successfullytho notes of other
caged birds.

A report comes from Dresden, Saxony, of a steam omnibus, which it is in-

tended to run regularly over the
country roads. It is managed by two
men, and carries forty-six passengers,
with considerablefreight.

In a tribunal at

Paris the other

day

the judge suggested to a wordy lawyer
ef, and that
that ho had bettor bo brief,
worthy respondedas follows: “He is
wrong, I am right, and your honor is a
good judge.” Then he sat down.

The Germans are training dogs to do
duty in the army and to per-

out-post

form all sorts of military services. In
addition to the canine contingentthe
Prussians are mobilizing a lot of hawksfor the capture of the French carrier
pigeons.

A flock of will geese on the wing)
near Chico, Cal., wore lately struck by
lightning and six of them killed. The
dead fowls were plump and fat, without
a mark to show whore tho olootrio fluid
had struck thorn. This is said to be
tho first instance on record of these
birds being struck by lightningwhile
flying.

The figures representing the mortality of a great city like London for a
single

week

are appalling. During the.
1, 1887, there were

week ending Jan.

registered iu that city 1,800 deaths, ofi
which 114 were from measles, 25 from
scarlet fever, 27 from whooping-cough,
and 17 from typhoid fover; 74 deaths
were caused by violence, 00 being the
result of negligence or accident, and 7being suicides.
In Washington Territory tho Indians
have an ingeniousscheme by which they
kill a large number of deer with but
very little trouble. Taking some old
blankets, they fasten them at short intervals upon the bushes, making a long
lino of bushes so covered. Then taking
a largo area of timber, they gradually
close in on the frighteneddoor. When
the animals have reached the lino of
blankets they travel round in a circle
like a whirl-pool, refusing to pass the
lino of blankets. This enables the
Indians to kill them as rapidly as they

please.
A

_

Large City*

If any one were to walk ono waythrough all the streets of London, he*
would be obliged to go a distance of
two thousand six hundred miles, or ae
far as it is across tho American continent from Now York to San Francisco.
This will give an idea of what would1
have to bo done in order to boo oven the
greater part of London.
In our approach to this city, as well
as in our rambles through its streets,
we shall not bo struck so much by its
splendid and imposing appearance as
by its immonsitv. Go where we may,
there seems to be no end to tho town.
It is fourteenmiles one way, and eight
miles the other, and contains a popmjH^
tion of nearly four million people,
which is greater, indeed, than that Of
Switzerland or the kingdom of Denmark and Greece combined. We are
told on good authoritythat there are

more Scotchmen in London than in
Edinburg, more Irishmen than in Dublin, and more Jews than iu Palestine,
with foreigners from all parts of the
voung hopeful piled all the shavings, world, including a great number of
Americans. Y'et there are so many Enrags, and everything else combustible
he could get, and one fine night set a glishmen in London, that ono is not
match to it and had a bonfire of his likely to notice tho presence of these
own. Of course suspicion pointed to people of other nations.
This vast body of citizens, some so
him, and a court of inquiry was organized Ifo investigatethe outrage. Gen. rich that they never can count their
Thayer was superintendent and Col. money, and some so poor that they
Fry commandant of the cadets. Wnen never have any to count, eat every year
four hundred thousand oxen, one and a
the prisonerwas called up for examination before the court, composed of offi- half million sheep, eight million
chickens and game birds, not to speak
cers of high rank, imposing in tho majof calves, hogs, and differentkinds of
esty of tho law. ho was asked to state
fish. They consume five hundred milwhat he knew about tho fire.
“I— I don’t know anything myself lion oysters, which, although it seems
but what is hearsay testimony,and you like a large number, would only give,
if equally divided among all tho people,
won’t admit that he replied.
“The court does not desire your views ono oyster every third day to each peron hearsay testimony,” severely re- son. There are three hundred thoumarked the prosecutor. “You are di- sand servantsin London, enough people to make a large city ; bat as ibis
rected .to state what may have come to
your knowledge regarding the affair.” gives only ono servant to each dozen
“Well, but," objected the culprit, “I citizens,it is quite evident that a great
many of the people must wait on themdon’t know anything about it, and what
selves. Things are very unequally
I heard I don’t believe.”
“The court, sir,” thundered the offi- divided in London; and I have no doubt
cer, “has not inquired into your belief. that instead of there being one servant
You will immediatelystate wh&t you to twelve persons, some of tho rich
lords and ladies have twelve servants
heard. "
“But, but— you don’t believe me, apiece.— Frank K. Stockton.

But Randolph, after a pause, continued:
“I do not make this remark, sir, in application to the morals or mode of settlement of Kentucky. No, sir, I mean
to say that it is my opinion, sir, that the
time approaches when Botany Bay will
in all respects surpass England, and I
fear it will soon be so with regard to
your State and mine.”
Daniel Webster was always sore when
it was charged that he had opposed the
war of 1818. Finally, on the 22d of either.”
March, 1838, he made a speech in which
By that*time the court was in a rage.
he defined his poaition, and showed “Go on sir,” roared several officers towhat efforts had been made to create gether.
prejudicesagainst him. “Sir,” said he,
“Well, they do say,” stammered the
“The journals of the House have all cadet diffidently,“that Gen. Thayer got
been pored over, and the report) ran- the shavings and old Fry set ’m afire.**
sacked, and scraps ol paragraphs and —Philadelphia Times.

Liked a Cockade.

Barber— Bay rum?’
Granger (whose shave has been supplemented by an application of the
powder puff-ball)— No, Fm temp’rance;
out, friend, *1 yon’d jest ’s lieve pass
that air cockade over my foee agin
you’d obleegt me.—Tid Bits*

be extremely well pleased and will no

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS, Editor.

the future. They say that if we only had

ISSES WERKHAN

1887.

a direct boat line that Macatawa Bay

Saturday, August 6, 1887.

THEE

SUHER

SPRING and

doubt induce many others to come here in

would become the most popular resort on

Have

received a

new

line of attractive

the lakes for Chicago people.
[Continued from

A

first page.)

full line of

We doubt whether there is a hotel man 4 The dry weather that we have been
having, while not very encouragingto the
in the state who can handle a big crowd
V"of huagry people, and have them go away farmers, has been just what was desired
by the campers at Macatawa. There has

Millinery Goods.
Which are being sold at

better satisfied, than Jim Ryder.

was up

to the usual standard of excel-

who came with the

evening. Q

The Life Saving Crew on Thursday,
gave a practical illustrationof rescusita-

five or six

Table Linens,

intention of staying

only a week or two, have

now been

there

and will probably remain as

domestic use, but thirty-threefor dinner in addition to his
regulars, and Mr. Scott at the Ottawa
fire protection.

is needed, not only for

From

three hundred

present indications the season at

and

sixty besides his

&

G. Van Putten

long as the weather lemains favorable,

There is strong talk of establishing a and West Michigan R’y alone bringing in
Bystem of water works at Macatawa be- twenty-onelarge coach loads. Mr. Ryder
at the Park hotel fed six hundred and
fore the opening of next season. A system

We

and many New and Desirable Goods.
Our Stock of

Special Bargains

-GROCERIESis full

POWDER

and complete and kept fresh by
frequent invoices.

Ribbons, Gauzes,
It

Absolutely Pure.

vantage of the opportunityoffered and

to Baugatuck on the excursion

given by the steamer Macatawa

day. They

Sun-

last

will positively

YOU

Jp-A-IT

“(jneen of

pleasant time.

Members and
ids, to the

just as well without them.

Church, of Grand Rap-

few, however,

number of four hundred, vis-

who seem

There

are a

to think to the

F. L.

whom

one with

a

is

he

Macatawa Park was aroused by

comes in contact and

the

Leave R. R. Dock, Holland, at 8 a. ra.,
10:20 a. m., 2 p. m., and 0:25 p. m.

heartrendingand prolonged crying of an

great favorite, especially with the

infant. Search was instituted by a
No bottles containingnotes from Me- number who were anxious to know what
was the matter and to render assistance
•Garigle, the Chicago fugitive, have yet
if any was needed. After some time had
been spent in the search the poor
one from

the

whom

News’ anniversaryedition is-

the

the child had rolled from

February, we predicted that the

in

CORSET.
ELEGANCE
COMFORT
ECONOMY
DURABILITY

No

Sunday School Picnic Parties

Bmklnr In”

u

Always have a

process, with
accompanying
discomfort.

large assort-

Conforms to
the figure of
the wearer in
the most try.
tog positions.

We make

a Specialty

Genuine
Whalebone

Work.

inaedbyournew

of Custom

and large excursions will be

It

seems that

process, etch
piece bar

,
I

neath one of the tent floors.

In
sued

was

found crawlingaround in the sand, under-

“bottle racket” for an advertisement.

SECURITY

ment of Goods on hand.

little

the cries emanated

Holland,

MISSES WERKMAN.
Mich., June 20, 1887. 20-tf,

Leave Resorts at 8:15 a. m., 12:40 p. m.
4:55 p. m., and 7:50 p. in.

been found on the Macatawa Park beach.
let-

Our Goods.

ETC., ETC.,

ladles and children.

The officers of the Associationprefer
ting Highland Park resort have

Bros.

BOOTS,
SHOES,

JOHNSON, Masler.

boats was made by Grand Haven officials
This large and beautiful side-wheel steammajority of them, however, picnicedin
with a view to destroying the popularity
er plying between Holland City and
Macatawa Grove.
of our Resorts, and then aiding Highland
the Macatawa and Ottawa Beach
Captain Johnson makes the most popResorts will run until further
Park. We hardly credit this view of it.
ular steamboat captain that we know of.
notice on the followOne evening last week the entire camp
ing time:
He always has a pleasant word for every
at

new shades and colors.

Gall and See

DEALERS IN

contrary and say that the fight against the

The

ited the several, Resorts on Tuesday.

Van Duren

Lakes,”

(lie

all in the

Stamping Done to Order.

Resorts can survive and enjoy themselves

friends of the Westmin-

ister Presbyterian

and

of the aggressivefight that was being
prevailing opinion that the patrons of the

Silks,

AND VELVETS

STEAMER

to continue their illegal traffic in the face

waged against them. It seems to be the

report having had a very

etc.

for Ladles, Misses, and Children,
and also

Newport.

went

latest styles of

Hats, Bonnets,

Sons,

month regulars.Mr. Marshallat Bay View also
had all that he could possiblyaccom- .»J5iE0wdJJr nu v,er varle9,A raarvel of PurUj!
of September.Many seem to prefer this
strength and wholesomenese. More economical To examine our stock and compare prices
modate.
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be gold In
before purchasing elsewhere.
month and declare that it is by far the
All of the “bum-boats” have given up competition with the multitude of low test, short
pleasantest month In the year at the Park.
weight alum or phosphatepowders. Sold only in
businessthe owners finding out that it cans. Rotal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall St.,
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
Quite a number of the resorterstook ad50-48 w.
was becoming rather expensivefor them
Holland,Mich., May 5, 1887.
the Resorts will run well into the

have the

has been received at

On Sunday last a larger number of
1 ting a drowned person, but we were unable
people
visited the Resorts than on any
» to learn the name of the subject they
previous Sunday this season, the Chicago
practiced upon. #

also for

astonishingly

prices.

many

count of damp, ^ool weather, and

lence and largely attended. Another one
will be given this, Saturday,

White Goods, Sateens and

not been a stampede this season, on ac-

Last Saturday night’sbop at the Ottawa

low

given reduced rates.

its sleeping

place on the tent floor, and its parents
Macatawa Resorts would be visited by at
who were sound sleepers had not been
least fifty thousand people this year. It
aroused by its cries. The joke was rather
now looks as if the number would not be
On Lake Michigan at 3 o’clock p. m.,
a good one on them.
weather permitting.
less than seventy or seventy-fivethousand.
Our Macatawa Resorts seem very forThere were religious services in Macatunate in not having more fatal accidents
tawa Grove on Sunday morning, conFreight Rates made known on application.
than they do, as there seems to be to
ducted by the Rev. Dr. Westervelt, and In
F, L. JOHNSON, Master.
much carelessness on the water. There
the evening the camps turned out enmasse
have been a number of narrow escapes
on the beach where there was song ser1887 HARVEST
1887
already this season. On Friday last, after
ice in which all seemed to join with
-or THEthe News bad gone to press, we learned

DAILY EXCURSIONS

MEETING

IIAXUTACTCBXDat

-REPAIRING-

WEED8P0RT SKIRT

SI

DRESS

CO.

WEKDSPOIIT, N.Y.

FOR SALE BY

Neatly and promptly executed.

VAN DUREN BROS.
Three doors

east of Post-office.

Hollan.d Mich., April

1887.

13,

18-tf.

GRAHAM & MORTON TRANSPOR
TATION COMPANY.

REMOVAL

!

a will.

The

Grand

boys of 8t. Mark’s choir, of

crew of

that the

man

cued a

Rapids, in charge of their conductor,Mr.

the yacht Christabellares-

in the bay just as he was

Allegan and Ottawa

For the next

BETWEEN

sinking from sight for the last time. It

John Gilmore, are in camp at Macatawa
appears that he had gone in swimming
Park. They contemplatedgoing to High
from a sail boat, which drifted away
land Park, Grand Haven, but changed
from him. He was not a good swimmer
their mind and came to a place where
and but

they could have some sport.

Mrs. Frank Donnell, Mrs. A. C. Sharp,
Miss Nellie Carroll, Mrs. Nellie Bulkley,

renderedby the

watery grave. On

Monday a man

fished out just in time by a lady in a boat

Lillie B. Swartz and Mrs. Treadwell, compose a jolly party of Grand Rapids people

assistedby another upon the dock with a

hook.

boat

Boats have capsized a

Stitiii Hartor, St, Jotspl,

number

LIST OF PURSES.

Walsh, Will Lamoreux, Will Boyd, Misses

Emma

many

“Riek” Steketee, Ray

Hall, and

others.

PLAIN WELL, MICH.
Thursday, July 28.
Three-year-old and under .............. Purse $ 75
(Onlua, Eminence and Bellboy barred).
Four-year-old ...........................
Purae$100
3:10 claes ...............................>• joo

This

is

At Holland City, August 17,
At Grand Haven, August 24,
At CoopersviUe, Sept. 1 5.

certainly a favorable showing con-

that

Each examinationis to commence at 9 o'clock
m. sharp and to be held atthcechool room at
each place,or some other soluble room.

some of the people coming to the parks

Only third grade certificates will be granted at
these examinations,

sideringthe excessive hot weather that

has been experienced,and

the

way

day, over-exertthemselvesout of a

for a

desire to see everything.

One of
any
at

the

by over

attended

gaged there for every Saturday

night

H.

WYKHUYSEN,

during the season with Squires himself
as prompter. Everybody is invited to
come and have a pleasant evening.
a

meeting held on Monday the Mac-

Dealer in

WATCHES,

atawa Park Associationdecided to add a
large number of new lots to the Park.

Every

lot

for

says that the park

is

that the hotel is to

be

running down and

Wednesday was

a

day of

Company.

to

the number of two hundred,

accompanied by their families and the
Holland City Band, spent
atawa

Park.

cursion that

season.
We

the

day

at

Mac-

was the largest local ex-

has

visited the Resorts this

»

number of Chicago people
Macatawa this season than
on any previous year. They all seem to
are visitingat

cc

1

1

1

J. H.

GRAHAM,

Treas.

of

of

my

Eighth and Market

new

streets.

Prest.

CALL EARLY

nvc

and get

.

HAVANA FILLED

Four-year-old class .....................
Purse 8100
Three Minute class ..................... •• ioo
2:30 claes— Trotting .....................
125

Good Bargains

2.

CONDITIONS.— All races one mile heats, 3 In 5,
at Holland City. Entrance fee 10 per cent of
purse, of which 5 per cent, clows entries at Plainwell, Monday, July 25th, 9 p. ra.: Allegan, Monday, August 1,9 p. m.; Holland, Thuraday,August
11, 9 p. m. Five to enter, three to start. Any
horse obtaining a record at first meetingwill not
be barred from same class at any meeting of this
series.Nationalrules govern. The Association
reserves the right to postpone races on account
of bad weather. Hay, straw and stable room free
to all entries.Each day’s races begin at 2 p. m.

OFFICERS.

F. I. HARDY

Spoons.

A

large assortment of Gold,

Silver

and

Steel Spectacles,

Eye Glasses, Etc.

&

0. BREYMAN.
Holland,Mich., April 28, 1887.

THE NEW

Steamer Mecetawa
Has been fitted out in a first-class manner and is now running
between this city and the Macataiva Resorts.

*

CO.’S

tmde££mark.

First-class Accommodations for All.

PRISNOIDAL

SPEGTAGLES

-

Youth'sKsin and Eatg VisionRsttorsd.

Repairing of every description done promptly
and carefully.

These glasses are ground on a

Store next door to
U. A.

News

Office.

STEVENSON.

Holland, Mich., Aug. 4,

1887.

27-lyr.

NEW

PRINCIPLE, which gives the aid the eye

The boat will leave the dock at Holland for the Macatawa
Resorts at 9 a. m., and 1:15 and 6 p. m.; returning
will leave at 1 a. m., and 4 and 7 p. m.
1

requireswithout causing any strain or
sense of weariness. FOR

notice by the registersat the hotels

that a larger

IThursday, Aug.

Sec’y and

when

Rogers’ Knives, Forks and

Both their tanneries were closed and the
employes

MORTON,

SMOKE

HOLLAND MICH.

Pres’t.

rest and one of

the Cappon & Bertsch Leather

»

W.

dosed up next season ? Evidently those
who feel jealous of the park’s prosperity.
genuine enjoyment for the employes of

class .....................
Purse $100
2:50 class— Pacing .....................
«• ioo
Free-for-All..........................
ioo

Plain well— J. H. Clement,Scc'y ; J . F. Patterson, Pres’t.
Alleoah-J. J. Littlejohn, Sec’y:
R.
Church,Pres't.
HoLLANrf-W.H. Rogers, Sec’y; 0. E. Yatci.

of the original plat has been

more. Who

new

Friday, Aug. 5.

Clocks and Jewelry,

taken up, and there is constant enquiry

Van Duren

make room

Price 5 Cents.

Successor to

building, opposite

Great Sacrifice in Price

Three Minute

Friday, Aug.

three hundred

the Bosnian

m.

2-40 class .............................
Purse $125
Free-for-All.............................•* 125

It

people. Squire’s orchestra has been en-

At

A. W. TAYLOR, Sec’y.

was the hop

the Ottawa last Saturday evening.

was

27~6t-

most enjoyable occasions of

at the parks this seasou,

4.

a.

By Order of Board of School Examiners.

I can be found in

will leave Benton Harbor daily at 1:30 Bros, shoe store,
will sell
and 8 o’clock p. m., and St. Joseph at 3
and 10 p. m., except Saturdaysat 10 p. m. all goods at a
and Sundays at 3 p. m. Sunday’s boats
at 6 a. m. and 7 and 10 p.
Returning
will leave Chicago,foot of Wabash Ave,,
dally at 9 a. m. 11:80 p, m., except Saturdays and Sundays. Saturday’s boats leave
at 7 and 11 :30 p. m. Sunday’sboats leave
in order to
for a
at 10 a. m. and 11:30 p. m.‘ The new
steamer Puritan waits at Joseph for the
complete
stock
I
fast train from the north every afternoon.
Passengerstaking the afternoon steamer
possession
will arrive in Chicago by 7 p. m. and save
money over the all rail route. No charge
store to be built on the corner
for transferring baggage. Try this new

Three-year-old and under .............. Purse | 75 line.
The Board of School Examiners for the County
(Onlda, Eminence and Bellboy barred).
of Ottawa will meet as follows for the examina- Four-year-old claes .....................
Purse 8100 J. S.
tion of those desiring a teacher’scertificate:
2:40 class ................................•• ioo

heat at the Resorts this season.

DAYS

take

ALLEGAN, MICH.

Examination of Teachers.

Only two persons have been overcome

by the

60

and

Thursday, Aug.

Miss Kate

Kate, Lizzie, and Ida Brower,
Slooter,

^dvwtiisfmfnts.

Dutton, Misses Frances,

Chicago,

Puritan and Lora

who have been spending the week with
of times, but without disastrous results,
Landlord Ryder at the Park Hold.
and the hundreds of small boys who are
Friday, July 29.
Among the Holland people now in tents in swimming from morning until night, Three minute claes .....................
Purse 2100
2:50 class-Paclng ...................... •' 100
and cottages at Macatawa can be men- have miraculousescapee.
Free-for-All.............................*• ioo
tioned, Mr. H. Walsh, Frank and W. C.
Lilley and

an!

The elegant new Steamers

fell

from the Ottawa Beach dock, and was

Maggie Buckley, Miss

Misses Annie and

for the timely aid

crew of the yacht would have found a

Trotting Circuit.

C. A.

SALE BY

STEVENSON,

Special trips

made

as desired.

JEWELER,

HOLLAND,

-

MICH.

P.

DE FEYTER, Master. W.

A.

WILLIAMS, Clerk.

[official.

_
ni 1

I

the account will be put in the hands of
Spring Lake, was elected! chairman. The candithe city attorney for collection.—Adopted. datea wereMeisra. Lahnij, of Zeeland; Ernst, of
Clothing,
Merchant Tailor*.
Geo. It. Sipp was appointed City Li- Cooperarille, and Coborn, of North Holland. T)OSMAN, J.
Holland, Mice, August 2, 1887.
Merchant Tailor, keeps the
gRUSSE BROS., Merchant Tailors.
branan.
After considerableballoting Mr. Milan Coburn
°f Cloths and Ready-made
The Common Council met in regular
Ckrthlng
in city. Eighth
Qe
The Council adjourned to Tuesday. was declared the choice, so that the Board of Exsession and in the absence of the Mayor
Marble Works.
aminers now consists of Messrs.Taylor and
Aid. De Vries was appointedto preside. August 9th, 1887, at 7:30 p. m.
Coburn,and Mrs. A. V. Weathcrwax.This afterGeo.
H. Sipp, City Clerk.
Present: Aldermen Carr, DeMerell,
DE\UrEhuEwL R‘
d7f,er ,n Granite and
—
-«• —
noon the thirteenchairmen and the Board of ExDe Vries, Steketee, Kuite, Van Ark and
aminers held a Joint Informal meeting at which
Give
Them
a Chance !
the Clerk.
V0Kh?I” Tall0l;• , Rflnov*ting and repairing
That is to say, your lungs. Also all educational matters were talked over particularly
Meat Marketi.
Minutes of last three meetings were read your breathing machinery.Very wonder- in referenceto the new law regardingcounty street?th 8 * *pttclal,y cheaP and fio°d. River
and approved.
ful machinery it is. Not only the larger superintendents of schools which goes into effect
D05hnLf. 8uN', Frcah and Salt Meats, and
OommlBaion Merchant.
choice steaks alwaya on hand. River street.
Aid. Kramer appeared during the read- air passages, but the thousands of little the latter part of September. Mr. Coburn, the
ing of the minutes and took his seat.
newly elected member, U a bright young man, said
tubes and cavities leading from them.
BEiCa?eVSfir.,.nC^inmls8!.0S Merchant, and K UlJu .J„A whol«8ale and retail dealer In fresh
When these are clogged and choked to he well qualified,owing to a quite extensive ex-Iv ealt and smoked meats. No, 38 Eighth St.
The following bills were presented for
payment: Chas.
days as special with matter which ought not to be there perience in the line of an instructor.— C. U. Even- tore, comer Et,b.h^d Fl.h^lr..U iD flrlCk
VAWa2P2?.?
DER VEER, First
police $2.25; E. Harrington hauling one your lungs cannot half do their work. ing Tribune.
»««* .IWJ.
Drags and Medicines.
yard of gravel 63c; Peninsular Gas Light And what they do, tb*y cannot do well.
Call
it
cold,
cough,
croup,
pneumonia,
Church
Item*
with
the
Services
for
Co. 24 burners and repairing $26; M. Do
Millinery.
To-morrow.
salary as street com’sr 1st quarter catarrh, consumption,or any of the famiC^PropH?^1'0 8T0ItE' K^cme^, '“‘e*'
$75; Geo. H. Sipp salary director of the ly of throat and nose and bead and lung
First Reformed Church— Services at
Y/’AN DEN BERGE L. & 8. & CO., Mllllnorv
poor, 1st quarter, $10; E. Vaupell salary obstructions, all are bad. All ought to y^Ua m. and 2 p. m. Sunday School
p0ffiHan,i0^“»t£ZT?lf.1,K}as Marshal $29.10; Wm. Verbeek salary be got rid of. There is just one sure way d:45. WeekJy prayer meeting, Wednesas Treasurer $22.91; Geo. H. Sipp salary to get rid of them. That is to take Boa- day at 8 p. m.
as Clerk $37.50; W. W. Noble lighting chee's German Bmp, which any druggist
Photographers.
HoPe Reformed Church-Servicesat
street lamps $25; Ford & Bender, taking will seli you at 75 cents a bottle. Even if
‘ ao,‘ivxno*t
cabinet photo*, made
and copying the city’s examinationof wit- everything else has failed you, you may . io° a‘ m; and 7:30 P- m- Sunday school
rr! ,n cRjr only $3.00 per doz. Views taken outdepend upon this for certain.
^ounS People’s meeting at 6:30.
nesses in the case of Souter vs.city of HolBide on short notice. Eighth street.
rSru*Kl8tand Pharmacist;i
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones. Pastor.
land 387 folios @ 20c $77.40; Arond VisI ness.
k f K00d,,PPwfidnlng to the bus
Preaching
hy
Rev.
Albert
A.
Pfanstiehl,
KEi£!fiS’ Hr«’ al1 kinds of work In tho photoscher, as Circuit Court Com'sr for fees in
The remedy which most successfully
-iiuc executed
CACGUIL'U
_ care and dia^.^P^Rblc
ljne
with
of Columbia, Mo., morning and evening.
suit pending in circuit court in chancery combats malarial disorders,is Ayer’s
led to any
Congregational
singing.
Opening
an- YASN.ri-‘fciKANrE’ and booksellers
between Geo. H. Souter and the city of Ague Cure. It^ is a purely vegetable comGallery on
thems
by
the choir. Weekly praise and and River gtrects!,, h aDd CompIete' cor «8bth
Holland, $74.30; John Kruisinga, paid pound, and contains neither quinine nor
four poor orders, $12.00; L. Huizinga, any other dangerous ingredient. War-' prayer meeting Thursday at 7:30 p. m.
Dry Goods and Groceries.
All are welcome,
taking hose to fire July 10, 1887, 50 cents; ranted to cure chills and fever.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
dealer iD Dry Goods. Fancy
o n?eppe*' c^ean*D*? an(j drying hose,
Goods, and !• nmlshlng Goods, Eighth stree?
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. m. ant
$1.00; M. Jansen, cleaning and drying
Physicians.
2 p. m. Sunday School at 3:45 p. in.
hose, $2.50; James Kok, cleaning and

Common Council.

.

W

7

street.

-—

-

^

_

^

M

Odell

BUKS

f

BKK3H‘

OUT AROUND.

drying hose, $2.50; R. Kanters & Sons,
coal stove and pipe, $15.30; R. Kanters &

i rayer meeting,

West

Preaching by

Olive,

Thursday evening at

Rev. Henry E.

7

-30

Btroet next to

Dosker.’

We arc surrounded by lire which is on all sides
of us in the woods.

Bank.

U

C,C'•

fi,Kbth

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.- D E nil? G c” dealer in Dry UocvU, Grorcrlen
Services at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7:30 p. m. ..n*. op“ ul°‘§S,5S,bUA8hl>«'
T=blh
Rufus Beers, of Casco, is visitinghis brother, Sunday School at 3 :45. Wednesday evenBen, who has been at the point of death for sever- lug explanaiouof the Bible.
the several amounts.
al weeks, but who now seems to be a little better.
Holland Christian Ref. Cnurcb.— Rev.
The Committee on Poor reported preMrs. Bridges, of Grand Rapids, is vlsitlnpat T. L. Van Der Vries, Pastor. Services at
senting the semi-monthly report of the Cole's.Mr. and Mrs. Colo were .called to Fre9:30 a. ra. 2:00 and 7 p. m.
director of the poor and said committee
mont last week to attend the funeral of Mrs.
recommending thirty-six dollars for the Maria Bradly, a sisterof Mrs. Cole. .
MethodistEpiscopalChurch-Rev. H. D
support of the poor for the two weeks endJordan, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m. CTEKETKE PETER & CO., general dealer In
Chas. Garbecht started a fire last week and it
ing Aug. 17th, 1887, and having rendered
and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m. me Pry Goods and Groceries. Flour and Feed
temporary aid to the amount of fourteen has burned over a large tract of land burning fence Class-meetingat close of morning service ami River streets0* ln
dollars.— Approved and orders issued on and timber and doing an immense amount of dam- and »‘7 P- m- Teachers meeting Friday
the city treasurer for the several amounts age. Some of his neighbors think that he ought at 7:80 p. m. Prayer-meeting Thursday VAN DBR HAAR II.. general dealer in fine
to be ' assaulted" again.
as recommended.
evening at 7 :30 p. m. All the seats are free street0 ,etC' 0y8,ere in 8ca80U- ElKbth
Some
of
the
“lies"
did
not
like
our
report
Rev Brockway, of Johnsville, will occuThe Committee on City Library reported
the following, viz: Gentlemen of the of the meeting held last week in a “hog pen’’ py the pulpit.
Caps, Flour, Provhions, etc. River street.
Common Council: Your Committee on and a would-be consequential railwayemploye,
City Library respectfullysubmit for your while on duty took occasion to assault and abuse
WEChc^cish'
"proprjc,1or the Pba-nix
approval the followingrules tor the gov- us without just cause or provocation as we had
xi t jrap t-a8h c?
Store and dealer in General
said nothing to him or mentioned him by name or
ernment of the City Library.
Merchandise, cor. River and Tenth streets.
Wives! Mothers! Daughters!
1st. This book must be returned to the profession. We understand that he intends to
slap our dirty mouth’’ if we write anything more
Bo
your
own physician! A lady who for WISAE|iMn e(alt»-ln,Nol!?n8 and Fancy Goods,
library within two weeks after date of
to the News about the league.
years sutlered from distressing female City Hall.80 U r "0rk‘ kighthfcirect opposite
drawing, under penalty of a fine of twentyfive cents per week, or fraction thereof,
The “whisky cock” crew last Friday morning complaints, weaknesses,etc., so common
Fire and Life Insurance.
thereafteruntil returned;
over the victory gained the day previous at Grand to her sex, and had despaired of a cure,
finally found remedies which completely
Haven.
They
say
that
there
was
some
tough
as
2nd. No book can be drawn more than
GnnrtA • l^n nnd L,f° IUBUranCC
cured her . Any suflorercan use them and LA
once by the same person without special well as crooked swearing done, but nevertheless
reprethus cure herself, without the aid of n
Mr. Gokcy was acquitted.It was made to appear
permissionfrom the librarian,
physician.
7
recipes,
treatise
aud
full
Furniture.
that R. D. Bacon and not Gokey was the druggist
3rd. All damages to books must be
directions free, Sealed. Address Mrs.
and that Mr. G. and daughter were clerks for Bapaid for as assessed by the librarian beC. Holmes, 058 Broadway, N. Y. (Name \fEYER, BROUWER & t’O., Dealers in nil
con. The whiskyites are very jubilant over this
this paper.)
fore more books can be drawn.
CarneS “pfr?,!FuR.rnltUro’ Curtains. Wall Pap?
Carpets, Picture Frames, etc.; River St.
victory, but it was only a test trial to see what
4th. Books mutilatedor lost must be some parties would swear to The next trial may
paid for at the price stated on the label not be decided the same way.
Flour Mills.
Renews her Youth.
for the volume or set.
It rather loo s as if our largest businessfirm
Mrs. Pbcebe Chesley, Peterson. Clay
5tb. All persons in arrears for fines or here was about to suspend business. We called
Co., Iowa, tells the following remarkable
damages are suspended from the drawing
Monday evening to make some necessary pur- story, the truth of which is vouched for
of books until all such arrearages are paid.
chases when we were informed that we could have by the residents of the town: “I am 73
R0° ‘k/’0” ^aeufacturersof
We recommend that the library be open nothing there and we were then ordered out of the years old, have been troubled with kidney
for the distributionof books between the store, but as we needed the articles called for vfe complaint and lameness for many years *
hours of 5 and 7 p. m. on Wednesdays, prevailed on the clerk to let us have them and she could not dress myself without help. Now
Hardware.
and 2 and 4 p. m. on Saturdays, of each did despitethe repeatedorders of her enraged I am free from all pain and soreness, and
KAiIreK8,R 4 80|N8, dealo« in general hardweek, and that a notice of the same be maternal ancestor, who treated us to her not very am able to do all my own housework
Sons, hose, coupling, nozzle, etc., $8.55;

Jacob Niewold, drayago on city library
books, $1.50. — Allowed and warrants
ordered issued on the city treasurer for

,

KRS?nKr5^,«%2%i,lc,an

“nd Burgeon. Res’de?K? °n 1 wolfib street, cor. of Market 8L
Office at the drugstore of Kremors A Banes Of.
flee hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m. .and from 5 to ll p.m
nPhy8lclan and Snrgeon. Office

Riahlhlnfe uru8 8toro- PcBidence,Corner

of

rfmiB li.aind«F?h

SSSSBSfi® WEIXE’
^

SCAN THESE" CLOSELY

8treet8’

,n bouse formerly oc-

m.Md5to5p mBma- 0fflcoHou-*8:

»to710a.

J' D-, llomeopathlcPhysician
andSuKcon- Office Hours: 10.30 am. to
9 p' m-

to™

^mV^bag.'”10

ta

Saloons.

I3LOM

c., proprietor of the "Rose Bud Saloon”
and dealer In liquorsand cigars, River street.

T>RO\VN,

A)

P., dealer In liquors and cigars of all

kinds. Eighth streetnear River.

TJUNT

R. A., dealer In Wines, Liquors, and

^o?iW00”,”Flr,,w“rd’dom
Second Hand Store.

B°s^Nnmt
Klghth

pr(]prl«tor Second Hand

street

____

8l0V01’ TlD"'aru- e,c-

Watches and Jewelry.

aST

^.^o'lver.are“-bi°

W

good opinion of your correspondent, including a I owe my thanki to Electric Bitters for
number of most disgracefulnames, accompanied having renewnd my youth, aud removed
around the store witn a mop stick drill and threats completely all disease and pain.” Trv a
of violence. We took it in silenceand disgust and bottle, 50c. and $1 at Yates & Kane’s,
were inclined to regret that our mother was a wo- Holland. A. De Krulf’i, Zeeland, Drue
6

placed in a conspicuousplace in the
library room, and also published in De
Orondicet and the Holland City News

Signed Frank H. Carr, R. N. DeMerell, John Kramer, Committee on
City Library.— Rules and recommen-

Stores.

man after such a scene. About this same kind of
dations adopted by yeas and nays as fol- treatmentIs given to other customers now so we
lows: yeas: Carr, DeMerell,DeVries, are not alone. They have, since the drat arrest,
Kramer, Kuite and Van Ark, 6; nays: been telling that some of the witnesseshave
Steketee, 1.
sneakedaround their place to get evidence against
Produce, Etc.
The followingbills having been ap- them. This is a mistake as it was not necessary
(WHOLESALE.)
proved by the Board of Water Commis- to do that as any one could not help but see how
[Corrected even/ Friday by S. J. Harrington.)
sioners were presented for payment, viz: businesswas conducted there. Another story
Apples, 25c.; Beans. 75 to $1.00: Butter 14rt«P. Winter salary as engineer $50; J. Beu- which they are circulatingto excite sympathy has
Bggs, 13c: Honey, 10c; Onions. 50c; Potatoes
kema salary as engineer $50. —Allowed been that an uuder-handedgame was played and
and warrants ordered issued on the city that it wasdoneoutof spite. These storiesarc but
RETAIL.
AppJes 80c; Beans $1.25;Buttei 15 to 16c; Eggs
treasurer in payment thereof.
halucinations of a suspicious mind and no atten
lc. Honey, 12c; Onions. 60c; Potatoes, 70 to $0.80
The Street Commissioner reported for lion has been paid to them. We desire to imGrain,-Feed, Etc.
the
month OI
of JUly,
July, 1887.
e montu
> press upon the readersthat we have no enmity
(WHOLESALE.)
The Chief of the Fire Department rec ^ttln0t aD-v of the8C people, it is the crooked bus
[Lorrededevery Friday by IF. U. Jbach.)
ommended Jacob Lokker, Henry Lucas, 'V80 aDd bad PrlnclP>e8 we are against,-h.a.
DraDiVl001b8.,75c; Barley
John Huizer, Henry Geerlings,
G. IXUK,
Kok,’ X\
IIU£0,
§ cwtS
rll ^cd,# bu.S3.50; Corn Meal
Ventura.
i~^ mamma
I* f T .
«
Sac.
Corn, shelled,— , 40: Floor
Lincoln Misener, George T.
Hanson, XJU.
xL
Mi. ,
>. nauruu,
vLOO; Fine Corn Meal, 100 lbs., $1.40- Feed V
i-.i ------ txj Tx,
Ay®- ^ba9, ‘Me* is very sick.
Glerum, Ed. Pietebs and Albert
i
---------------- '
ton 819 00; Hay. 9
MlddlingTli IOO dIsm
for firemen aud to become members
t8, May Bro" n i8 tllc R"e»t or Mrs. Richard 80c; Oats, SOcts.; Pearl Barley, » too lbs. *0 00Rye, 45c,; Timothy Seed, $2.50; Wheat white'
Hose Co., No. 2, with headquarters at En- sTth70c; Lanclter'Red^^Corn’
glne house in First Ward. -Approved. ^eli Huff hasioisof cheek, the cause being tbo
Tho
ronnWa/l plan, pro- mumps.
The flitv
City Klirromr
Surveyor reported
„
RETAIL.

T

1837.

I

. .
.... — Ed.

Keppel

®$%

of

,

rOan

and estimates for improving, grading
and graveling of Seventh street.—Acfile

Bud Smith, of Fennville, calledon old friendsIn
Ibis place last Week.

cepted.
Aid. De Merell moved that the grade of
Seventh street, in the City of Holland, lying between the east side of River street
. and the iron stake at the intersectionof
Seventh, Land and Lost streets, with the
several street Intersections he and the
same are hereby established and determined according to the survey and profile made by Geo. H. Sipp, City Surveyor,
and that all grades heretofore established
and determined along said portion of
Seventh street, and not in conformity
with said profile made by Geo. H. Sipp,
City Surveyor,be and the same are hereby repealed and annulled.—Adopted all
the aldermen present voting therefor.

her parents, Mr. aud Mrs. John Aussicker.

The many friends of Mrs. Pauline Marsac will
be pleased to hear of her safe arrival at her
southern home.
Miss Mary Knowlton left last Saturday for Sullivan,

Muskegon County, where

the Holland City Library must be
turned within five days, in default of

re-

same

'vood ‘nd lro“

d"

Jos. Victor who went to

New

Mexico, for his
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FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m.

P“P*:

00 3 55
85 6 10 1210 4 45
30 7 00 1 25 7 50
7 55
05 8 07 3 12 12 10
8 03 9 00

New

««•

Holland ..........

Hotels.

pm.

p.m. a.m. p.m.

FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS
Mall.

state. Free bns

in

connection with the hotel.

PnS«,°J$;

K'/girMi

a.

E'

.......

proprietor of HolC a7 Sa 6 and F^cbauge Stable. General Laming done, cor. Market and Seventhsts

m. p.m. ptm. p.m. p. m.

9 10 12 30 11 00 5 15
9 34
10 05 1 15 11 50 6 10

9 00

a- m. p.m
a.m. p.m. p. m.
Holland ............ 10 15
9 05
10 5i 3 43 6 30
9 45
Kcrrvsburg ......... 10 67
6 40
9 60
Muskegon. 3rd atreet 11 25 4 15 7 15 7 35 10 15
.

N'TSl'n'i te.

,“d 8,10 81*bl“-

Manufactories,Mills, Shops, Eto!

FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.
p.m. p.m. p.m. a.m. p.tm.

Muskegon.

3rd street 1
Ferry s burg .......... 2
Grand Haven ........ 2
Holland ..............3

4'000

50
15
20
00

12 10
12 32
12 35
1 10

n

5
5 30
5 35
6 10

50
17
9 22
10 05

10
10
10
11

8

9

%

a.m

.............
barrels. g.,?|Iand
Fillmore ........... 82Q
Hamilton ........... 3 30
Allegan ..........
4 05

10 10 ..... ......
10 25
10 33

1105

FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.

LTUNTLEY A., Practical Machinist, Mill and

a.
9
9

Fillmore..

Holland

ra.1

Mix.
p.m.
____ a.m.

05 537 5
9 47 5
10 05 6

Hamilton.

Mills,

.

-•
00
35
43
00

11 25
12 15
12

30

12 57
p m.

Tanks, etc., a specialty.

CMadaUl0 a P°lnt< ,D ,h0 Unltcd 6tate' ai
. Jf. A. GAVETT. Ass. Gen. Pass. Act.
W. A.

PHOENIX

_

PLANING MILL.

R. E.

CARPENTER.TrafficManager.
F. Q. CHURCHILL Station Agent.

Werkmsn,

Ulb, .bl.fd..,

F.

h

A. M.

F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic H
marked providence of God in sendinga thunderHolland, Mich., at 7 o’clock,on Wednesd
T) AUMGARTEL, W„ Tonsorial Parlors Eighth
bolt through Mr. J. B. Bacon, thereby showing
& DE 8PELDER, Manufacturers of evenings, Jan. 5, Feb. 2, March 9, April
±J and Cedar streets. Hair dressing promptly T^AKKEN
Carriages, Wagons, Cotters. Sleighs. Sole . w m J«n® 1hiaR* Anff- 3- Ang. 31. Sept.
his power and at the same time preserving bis attended to. Mt* mmm *
owners of IXL Patent Wagon. Special attention
life, as a monument of God’s mercy. The speaker
if ud-i&.&Kb- 88’
dl),, J"
to Horseshoeingand Repairing. River street.
Boots and Shoes.
distinctlysaid “I am saying nothing behind hta
A H,mt“T g M
back, that I do not Intend to say to bis face, the

—

_

first

convenient

report, in which he maiifestly attempts to

em-

broil Mr. Brockway with his neighbors is wholly

‘

misleading and

A

8L

falsa.

c. Stoddard.

County Chips,

V

large

Boots and
assortment always on hand.

S’

mnnicationsshould be addressed to

T7AN

RAALTE, B., dealer in Farm Imple8., manufacturer of and dealer In
mania and machinery. Cor. River and
Boots and Shoes. The oideet Boot and Shoe Ninth Streets.
House in the dty. Eighth street.
T7AN DER VEN, J. M., Manufacturesthe best
UPRIETSMA

O

^

Knights of Libor.

T7AN DUREtf BROS., dealers In
Shoes. A
Eighth street.

I

U.BMTMUI,

TTELDER, J. D., the cheapest place in the city
opportunity.”Hence “Andrewy’ i-L to buy Boots and Shoes, River street.

V

A meeting of the chairmen of each of the township school boards was held in the city hall this
morning to elect a new member of the County
Bank.
Board of Examiners of teachers to fill vacancyol
Albert Lahuls, of Zeeland. Thirteen members TJOLLAND CITY BANK, foreign and domeetlc
A± exchange bought and sold. Collections
out of fifteenwere present. Hiram Beckwith,of
promptlyattended to. Eighth etreet.
River street.

8”°k<’

15
43
48
35

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.

A. Self,
81
Pro-

TJOLLAND MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
m T- KatHer8>General Manager, Wind

and Counsellor at Law.
Office: Post’s Block, corner Eighth and

8 10

FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.

Miii

A

6 10
6 20
7 05

4 56 10 20
5 45 1100

945

FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
Zeeland ............
Holland ...........

FTAUniIp?.T(oNr

Exp. Exp. Exp.

p.m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p. m.

Grand Rapids

Livery and Sale Stables.

Exp

Holland ............ 305
Iceland .............. 3 13
Grand Rapids ....... 8 55

l,uc.
apportioned Hotel: Rates reasonable7

I., Justice of the Peace, Notary
Fubl c. and Pension Claim Agent, River St.,

near Tenth.

Nl’t
Mall Exp. Exp. Mix.

a.m. p.m. atm. a.m.

Allegan...

health a few weeks ago, reports having arrived
safely and entertainshopes of his entire recovery.

TOWNS.

Chicago ............. 9
Buffalo ........ 11
dealer in >lovci, hirtl- Benton Harbor .......
12
Bangor .............
lr0D
Grand Junction ...... 2

S-.

River streets.
Aid. Kramer moved that the profile,
diagrams, nod estimates of the expenses
Johnsville,
Bakeries.
of the proposed grading and graveling of
I heard the sermon which your reporter from
Seventh street, in the city of Holland, as
pITY BAKERY, J. Pesslnk* Bro., Proprietors,
made by Geo. H. Sipp, City Surveyor, and Ottawa Station,who subscribes himself “Andrew,” Kj Freih Bread and Bakers’ Goods, Confectionhas taken upon himselfto perpetrate a hlper- ery, etc., Eighth street.
now submitted to the Council, be deposcritlclsm,in yonr issue of July 23. The topic of
ited with the city clerk for public exV7AN DOMMELEN, P„ wholesale and retail
amination,and that the city clerk be in- the sermon was, "Christ our Life” insteadof beJ, , .?alfer
.of ri,8ktJ1(bMCult) and 8weet
ing
as “Andrew" affirms, “on the mysteries of the
Eighth
street, near River.
structed to give notice thereof and of the
proposed improvement, and of the district Bible and of nature.” The questlqnof miracles
Barbers.
to be assessed therefore,as determined by was not discussed. The speaker alludedto the

Aid. Carr moved that the City Librarian
be Instructedto insert a notice in Dt
Grondieet and the Holland City News
that all outatandingbooks belonging to

^

FAIRBANKS.

“Ike.”

resolution of the Common Council, June
14th, 1887, by publishing the same for
two weeks in the Holland City News,
one of the newspapers of the city of Holland, and that Tuesday, August 23, 1887,
at 7:80 p. m., be and the same is hereby determined as the time when the
Common Council will meet at their rooms
to consider any objectionsthat may be
made thereto.— Adopted all the aldermen
present voting therefor.

8D

Collections

v“

she will make an

extendedvisit.

ntnm»n

TJOLLAND CITY BREWERY,

Attorneys and Justices.

1\IEKEMA 6. J., Attorney at Law.

Taking Effect Sunday, July 8, 1887.

p.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.

gili'slss

pincss pwtanj.

,lan}ber;lath, shingles,

dnenaJer

Chicago and West Michigan Railway.

8heet Metal Worker,
ron cornlces, hot air furnaces

ULIEMAN, J . Wagon and Carriage Mannfac1'00?: CorD’ “belled,56c;’ Flour. £nrof7wv, ilack85}lth Bb°P- Also manufacmeal, $ 100 lbs., $1.60- Feed « turer of Ox Yokes. River street.

new house now

Mrs. Thos. Howe, of Grand Haven, is the guest
of

Stoves. Paints, <
opp. Post Office.

«

St
Si100
$4.40 Fine corn

KEI.TifL|.nrt

EWrthjjod Cedir .hxeu!0 DeI’ l"“,°r' Cor"'r

Holland. ............ 10 20 1 15 12 00
4 45
11 28 2 05 1 06 8 05
Bangor ...............
11 45
Benton Harbor ...... 1 15 8 00 2 23 12 00
New Buffalo ........
255 4 00
Chicago.,.., ........ 5 53 6 40 6 40

on Th m W im *0.1 60
Bran’ * 100 fc"'' Barley, «
100 lbs., $1.25; Clover seed,
lb., #450- corn
i

Born:— To Mr. and Mrs. H. Aussicker on Monday last an eight pound boy.
, Thc frame of Mr. H. J. Davis’
greets the eye of the passer by.

f

specialty.

Miscellaneous.

* ‘P1*"1'1'' Grand Junction ......

street,

&

“

n.

'

No!

__

__

HiiMonT Lqck Box

MU

Holland.

s. 0. T. M.
Crescent T0Dt, No. 68, meets Id Odd Felloe
Hall at 7 :80 p m.t on the First and Third Mond
of each month. All Sir Kolghts are cordiallyI
vlted to attend. Cheapest Life Insurance Ord
L

"l)

BaldiT*^01

on/5 VeD °D applicitl0Q'

W. A. Hollit, R.

K
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MY FIRST VENTURE.

T

’

^‘
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to become a falcon, and betray the
poor wounded soldier to his foes?’
“She cost a timid look around; then,
•Twas nothingworth a «ong or story j
stepping nearer to him, she said, rapidly,
Yet that rude path by which wo sped
Seemed all transformedand In a glory.
'Mona came to the brook for water. Others
in a little while may come. They, too,
To have her with me there alone—
Twas love, and fear, and triumph blended. will find the stranger. Why stays ho here?’
“•‘I cannot go far,' Hector replied,‘for
At last wo reached the foot-wornstone
Where that delicious journeyended.
my wound is very painful.’
“The girl thought a moment; then she
She shook her ringletsfrom her hood,
And with a “Thank you, Ned,” dissembled* took his hand, and motioned him to come
with her.
But yet I know the understood
With what a daring wish I trembled
“ ‘Listen,’she said. ‘If the stranger
trusts Mona, he may be saved. She knows
A cloud passed kindly overhead,
of a cave where he may stay till he is
Hie moon was slowly peeping through It,
strong. Then, like the eagle, he can
Yet hid its face as if it said.
“Come, now or never I do itl do it!"
spread his wings and take flight to his own
people.*
My bps till then hod only known
“Hector’s eyes rested with pleasure upon
The kiss of mother and of sister;
her gentle,beautiful face as ho said, ‘Will
But somehow, full upon her own
Swedt, rosy, darling mouth— I kissed her.
not the gentle dove bring danger upon her
own head?’
Perhaps ’twas boyish love, yet still,
“The maiden drew herself up proudly.
0, listlesswoman, weary lover!
“‘The white man shall be saved. Mona
Ye feel once more that fresh, wild thrill
I’d give- but who can live youth over?
is a princess— and she has said so.’
—St. Louia Sunday Say inns.
I

can’t remember what

wm

Bald

mean

earnest, admiring gaze.
IN INDIAN ROMANCE. man's
“All
time they had been threading
this

BY ETHEL STEVENSON.
Although the day tB very sultry, nud
the flowers nod sleepily udou their
•talks, two laughing children frolic in ir-

«ven

repressiblegaiety through the garden paths
4M if there were no such things os fatigue

heat

Upon the vine-embowered porch, leaning back in his easy-chair, is an old, graytiaired man. But though his eyes are
tolosed, he is not sleeping, as bis start
shows, when, high and clear tbrongh the
air, comes a passionate cry of 'unmistakabl anger.
“Children!”
His call reached the combatants, and
•vriftly to his side come the two, now flashed
and angry, whose faces only a moment before were dimpling over with smiles.
Grandpa looks from one to the other—
from his dark-eyedlO-yenr-oid granddaughter to the fair boy, a year her senior. Then
he asks gravely,“Children, what is wrong?
I hope my little granddaughter has not
been behaving discourteouslyto her
guest”
Mona’s dark eyes

flash, while Boland’s

down.
Granpa,” says nn indignant voice, “Boland called me a blackainorc!”
As the explanation meets his ears,
granpa throws back his head, and a hearty
langh issnes from bis lips.
“So that was it? Children, are yon
willing to forgive and be friends once
more, and give up your play while I tell
you a story?”
Forgottenat once is her vexation at the
terribleinsnlt which the little lady had
deemed herself to have received,while Boland’s shamefneodness vanishes; and before many moments two intent listeners
are grouped aboht the old gentleman’s
knee, eagerly awaiting the promisedtreat.
“Is it to be a true story, grandpa?”
“Yes; one such as yon both love— of ndentnre and peril. And when I am finished, you will understand, my little
maiden, how you came by your dark skin
and great black eyes. What I am going to
'tell you happened many, many years ago,
when this country belonged to the Maories,
and in the places where our beautifnl
homes are now forests of great trees raised
their lofty heads. It was a time of war,
when savage foes surrounded the white
men on all sides, and when to walk abroad
unarmed was to risk one's life. Often news
fair face flushes ns he looks
‘

one lovelier dr more beloved than your
ancestress; and you are her name-child.”

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

INTERNAL REVENUE.

;

“As she ceased speaking,her sndden
hauteur left her. Her head drooped, and
her innocent eyes fell before the young

tor

r

the forest quietly and quickly. Suddenly
Mona paused before an apparently impenetrable thicket of briars and (horns.
“Drawing aside a bush, which, when released, wonld spring immediatelyback to
its place again, she disclosed the month of
a cave.
“For a moment Hector hesitated. Perhaps she was wiling him here, and would
return with a lover or brother to find an
easy prey. Bnt one glance into her
trutbfnl face, and he was satisfied.
“Taking her hand, ho lifted it to his lips;
then, turning, vanished in the dark cave
which opened before him.
“A month went by, and still Hector remained in hiding; and each day his gentle
forest friend, at the peril of her own life,
brought to him food and water and healing
ointments for his wounds. At Inst he decided to attempt his escape. He well
knew the danger of undertakingto pass
alone ond single-handedthrough forests
peopled with his foes; but, though life
was sweet, liberty was sweeter; and he
would rather have died than to have staid
any longer where he was.
“When he told Mona, her soft, dark
eyes moistened with sudden tears, and she
exclaimed: ‘When the strtingeris gone
Mona will not care to live any longer. The
sun will hide his face, and the flowers will
bloom no more for her.’
“As the yonng man heard, an irresistible
impulse stinttd within him. Taking her
hand, he saidT ‘If the gentle dove's heart
goes out to her stranger friend,why will
she not share the perils her proud blood
will keep her from fearing, and come with

him to his own home?’
“Mona did not answer, but

the

hand he

held trembled.

“Hector went on, ‘For me, too, the snn
would cea^e to shine could I see Mona’s
face no longer. Will she come with me
and be my wife?’
“Mona loved Hector too well to resist his
pleadings; nud when the next night’s dark
mantle was spread over the sky they started
forth together.Long and perilous was to
be their journey, but Mona knew the woods
well enough to avoid the most dangerous
parts; and hiding by day and travelingby

night, they gradually approached

their

destination, nntil, at last, from the top of
a tall tree which he climbed, Hector could
see, some miles away, the smoke of a dis-

A

—Work will soon

Western Khan* Khan.

Those were troublesome times,

in-

deed, when wo were trying to settle up
tho new world and a few other matters
at the same time.
Little do tho soft-eyed sons of prosperity understand to-day, as they walk
the paved streets of the West under the
cold glitter of the electric light, surrounded by all that can go to make life

and desirable,that not many
years ago on that same ground
their fathers had fought the
untutored savage by night and chased
sweet

settlement

CommissionerJoseph

The Total Collectionsfor the Last Piscal
Year Amounted to One Hundred
and Eighteen Million

•

_

aud

the 4th, John Welch, of Bay City,

man

employed in his

man

$2.50 in gold.

Dollars.

—Mourning lines are placed around an
item in the Huron County News anThe Hon. Joseph S. Miller, Commis- nouncing that a new saloon has been
sioner of Internal Revenue, has sub-

Tho

:

—On

gave each married

mill $5, and each single

My

-

be commenced on the

hospital at Saginaw City. Already

—Blanche Butler, a 7-year-old girl of.
Maple Rapids, has made a quilt of 640
pieces, all sewed overcast stitch.

mitted to SecretaryFairchild a preliminary
report of the operationsof that service
during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1887,
those early years in tho county clerk’s from which the following facts and figures
oflice,and these times are not tho old are taken:
me total collectionsfrom all sources of
times. With the march of civilizationI
internal revenue for the fiscal year just
noticolthat it is safer for a man to attend
ended were $118,835,757, which amount
a theater than in the early days of the
has been accounted for and covered into
wild and woolly West. Time has made
the Treasury. This is $1,032,888
it easier for one to go to the opera and
more than the collections for the
bring his daylights home with him than previous fiscal year. The cost of collecit used to be.
tion to be paid out of appropriations made
to the Revenue Bureau for the fiscal year
It seems but a few short years since
my room-mate came home one night ended June 30, 1887, was about $4,075,000.
with a long red furrow plowed along In order to ascertainthe exact cost of colthe top of his head, whore some gentle- lection it will be necessary to add the foregoing sum to the amount expended for the
man at the theater had shot him by
printing of internal revenue stamps, the
mistake.
room-mate said that a appropriation for that purpose for the year
tall man had objected to the pianist and ended June 30, 1887, having been included
suggested that he was playingipianissimo in the sum appropriated for the Bureau of
when he should have played fortissimo, Engraving and Printing. The amount exand trouble grew out of this which had pended for this purpose will be stated in a
ended in tho death of the pianist and subsequent report.
During tho year the offices of the several
tho injury of several disinterested specCollectorsof Internal Revenue have been
tators.
examined as frequently as possible,and
And yet the excitement of knowing
the reports received of these examinations
that you might be killed at any moment
indicate a very generally satisfactoryconmade the theater more attractive, and dition of the internalrevenue service
instead of scaring men away it rather throughout the country. The receipts from
induced patronage.Of course it pre- the differentobjects of taxation as comvented the ladies who were at all timid, pared with receipts for the previous year
but it did not cause any falling off in were as follows: Spirits, $65,829,322, a
the receipts. Some thought it added a decrease of $3,262,944.Tobacco, $30,108,067, an increase of $2,200,700.Fergood deal, especiallywhere the show
mented liquors,$21,922,187, an increase
itself didn’t have much blood in it
of $2,245,456.Oleo'margarine, $723,948,
The Bella Union was a pretty fair all increase.Banks and bankers, $4,288,
sample of the theater in those days. It all increase; miscellaneous, $247,945, an
was a low, wooden structure, with a per- increase of $21,435.The quantitiesof dispetual band on the outside, that played tilled spirits, fermented liquors,manufacgay and festive circus tunes early and tured tobacco, snuff, cigars, and cigarettes,
often. Inside you could poison your on which tax was paid during the year
were as follows: Spirits distilled from
soul at the bar and see the show at one
grapes,
apples, and peaches, 1,211,532
and the same price of admission.In an
gallons, a decrease of 344,462. Spiritsdisadjoiningroom silent men joined the
tilled from other materials,66,163,859 galhosts of faro and the timid tenderfoot lons, a decrease of 3,126,502.Number of
gamboled o’er tho green.
cigars, 3,788,305,443,an increase of 277,I visited this place of amusement one
437,455. Number of cigarettes,1,584,505,evening in tho capacity of a reporter. 200, an increase of 273,543,850.Snuff,
program was quite varied. 6,561,875 pounds, an increase of 395,826.
Negro minstrelsy, sleight-of-hand, opera Tobacco, 199,937,648 pounds, an increase
bouffe, high tragedy, and that oriental of 14,511,455. Fermented liquors, 23,121,526 barrels, an increase of 2,410,593 barstyle of quadrille called the khan-khan,
rels.
if my sluggishmemory be not at fault,
The above figuresindicate a decrease in
formed the principalattractions of tho the consumptionof spirituous liquors nud
evening.
a corresponding increase in the consumpAt about 10 :30 or 11 o’clock the klian- tion of malt liquors.
khan was produced upon the stage. In
The following statement shows the colthe midst of it a tall man rose up at the lections of internal revenue by States and
back of tho hall, and came firmly down Territories during the year so far as the
the aisle with a large, earnest revolver arrangementof districts will allow it to be

Little

new

$11,000 have been subscribed.

S.

Miller.

the buffalo by day.
All, all is changed. Time in his restless and resistlessflight has filed away

in his right hand. He was a powerfully
knew his comrades
built man, with a dyed mustache and
sleeping securely within their homes that
the yonng soldier whom they had mourned wicked eye on each side of his thin, red
cante of settlements attacked and inhabitas dead was so near to them. But the nose. He threw up the revolverwith a
ants massacred,and then partiesof young
little click that sounded very loud to
haven was not yet reached.
men, full of spirit and courage, wonld
“That night Mona and her lover left me, for he had stopped right behind me
wally forth.
their hiding-place, knowing that by the and rested his left hand on my shoulder
“Commandingone of these expeditions morning,if all went right, they wonld be
as he gazed over the stage. I could
was a youth of about 20, named hector In- safe.
distinctly hear his breath come and go,
graham
*
“Silently, hand in hand, they wended
•Why, grandpa, that is your name, their stealthyway forward. But suddenly, for it was a very loud breath, with tho
too!" ’
just as the dawn broke, the woods aronnd odor of onions and emigrant whisky
“Mona, do not interrupt.I was jnst go- them resounded with wild cries Mona upon it
ing to tell yon that that youth was my knew only too well. Mona's flight had
The orchestra pansed in the middle o{
father and your great-grandfather.
been discovered, and with unerring sa- a snort, and the man whose duty it was to
“He was a brave yonng man, and when gacity the Maories had surmiBedwhat had swallowthe clarinetpulled seven or eight
he heard that a distant garrison was being happened.
inches of the instrument out of his face
besieged, he gathered together a band of
“ ‘We are lost,’ Mona cried. ‘Leave me,
his comrades, and started forth to the res- Mona’s foot is not go fleet as thine, and and looked wildly aronnd. The gentleman who had been agitating the feelings
cue. A day and a night they traveled thou mayest yet gain thy home.’
of the bass viol laid it down on the side,
ihrongh the lonely forest-paths, nntil,
“Hector drew her close to his side.
crawled in behind it, and spread a sheet
when ouite near the fort, they fell nnsns“ ‘ We will die together!’ he said.
pectingly into a Maori ambuscade.For a
“Suddenly, through an opening in the of music over his head.
time all was hideous noise and conflict; then, trees, several swarthy savages sprang forThe stage manager came forward to
overpowered by numbers, the white men ward. , As they saw the lovers a yell of the footlights and inquired what was
were conquered.
triumph burst from their lips.
wanted. The tall man with the self“Hector had been wounded by an arrow
“But just as tho foremost laid his hand cocking credentials answered simply
At the outset, and feeling his life-blood upon the girl’s shoulder to wrest her from
“By Dashety Blank to Blank Blank
oo?ing away, and knowing that every moher companion,a sharp report rang through
ment he was growing weaker, he had man- the air, and he fell forward, pierced through and back again, I want my wife !”
The manager stepped back into the
aged to roll out of sight into the friendly
the heart.
•cover of the thick underbrush. From his
“Whence had the deadly messenger wings for a moment, and when he came
liiding-placehe could hear his comrades’
forward he also had a large musical income?
death-groans, and the gnttnral expressions
“Another shot, and still another, and strument such ns Mr. Remington used
•of trinmph of their foes. Then, after
each time a Maori fell, weltering in his to make before he went into tho typebinding the few prisoners who were all life-blood.
writer business. I can still remember
that were left of his brave followers, and
“Convinced that some supernatural
mutilatingtheir dead victims, the savages power must be interposing between them- how large the hole in the barrel looked
to me, and how I|wished that I liad gone
left the ravine.
selves and their intended victims, and
“It was a terrible positionin which struck with one accord by a superstitions to the meeting of the Literary Club that
Hector found himself; wounded and bleed- horror, the remaining savages turned and evening, as I had at first intended to do.
ing, yet not daring to move, lest some savLiteraturewas really more in my
fled. '
Age eyes might still be watching the spot
“As they disappeared from behind nn line than the drama. I still thought
«f the encounter.
adjacent rock, the hitherto unseen marks- that it was not too late, perhaps, and so
“An hour passed, and still all remained man stepped into sight.*
I rose and went out quietly so as not to
in a dense silence, save for the gentle
“He was a singular-looking being. His disturb any one, and as I went down the
tinkle of running water from n tiny brook
powerful limbs were clothed in shaggy
which flowed through the ravine. The skins, and around his weather-beaten face aisle the tall man and the stage manager exchanged regrets.
oound was torture to the wounded soldier, flowed his long white hair.
for bis tongue was parched; and at Inst,
I looked back in time to see the tall
“Springingforward with a glad shout,
wnable to resist che impulse, he crawled Hector grasped bis hand.
man fall in the aisle with his face in tho
cautiously upon his hands and knees from
“Thus the old bushranger, whom every- saw-dust and his hand over his breast.
Ids hidden retreat. Every motion was one knew as ‘Lion Heart,’ had been the Then 1 went out of the theater in an
agony, but at no great distance was the
means of saving from certain death the aimless sort of way, taking a northlonged-for stream; and rising with difficulty
youth who, from bis boyhood, hud been easterly direction as the crow flies. I do
to his feet, he reached the brink, and makloved by him as his son.
not think I ran over a mile or two in
ing a cup of his hand, took a long, eager
“After they had talked together awhile.
draught Suddenly a slight rustle behind Hector laid Mona's little hand in his old this way before I discovered that I was
him curdled the blood in his veins. Could friend's, and in a few words told him of going directly away from home. I
one of his savage foes have left his party ber self-sacrificingdevotion, and of bis rested awhile and then returned.
and leturned for plunder?
On the street I met the stage manaown love for her.
•Hector knew, if such were the case, his
“Before long they reached the settle- ger and tho tall, dark man just as they
days were numbered, for in his weak, state
ment, and amid the joyful acclamations of were coming out of the Moss Agate
he would be no match for a strong- bodied bis comrades Hector rehearsed the story of
saloon. They said they were very sorry
Maori.
his marvelousescape.
to notice that I got up and came away
“These thoughts passed like lightning
“Not many days passed before their
at
a point in the program where they
through his mind ns, turning, he saw be- union wni celebrated,and Hector Ingratide him, to his great surprise, instead of ham and the dark-eyed maiden who had had introduced what they had regarded
the grim- faced warrior he expected,a w on his heart were man and wife.
as the best featnro of the show.
young and lovely native girl.
This incident had a great deal to do
“All the region around soon echoed with
•Her robe of skins was bordered with their romantic story, and had not Mona with turning my attention in the direcdelicately-colored feathers, and around possessed a sensible,intelligentmind, her
tion of literature insjtead of the drama.
her bare arms were wound stringsof many- head could hardly bare helped being
•But I am glad to notice that many of
tinted shells, which nlso bound back the turned by the attentionsshe received.
the horrors of the drama are being
long floating treises of dusky hair, from
“But Hector never had cause to regret
beneath the shadow of which her large his choice, and Mona grew, in his loving gradually eliminatedas the country gets
the
black eyes were fixed with shy interest companionship, into a noble Christian more thickly settled,
npon his face. She was evidentlyvery character.
gorv tragedy of a few years ago is gradyonng; and Hector saw at once that she
“This, Mona, is the story of your grand- ually giving place to the refining influmust be of no mean rank among her father and grandmother. My father told ences of “The Tin Soldier” and “A
kindred.
it to me even as I now relate it to vou.
Rag Baby. ”—BUl Nye, in Chicago
“He was familiar with the Maori lan“Now run away, children; nod, Mona, if News.
guage; and taking courage from the fawn- any one ever speaks again of your dueky
The moie you murmur against youi
like softness of her dark eyes, be said, in eyes and hair, do not be offended, for
her native tongue, ‘Hoes the gentle dove there was never in all the country aronnd cross, the greater its burden will be.
tant

InterestingFigures from the Report of

opened.

— Manistique is having a genuine boom,,
and it is not possible to find mechanics
enough there to erect new buildings as fast
as they ore required.

—Work

has commenced npon

new

the

school building at Monroe, which, according to the contract,

must be

ready for oc-

cupancy by October 1.

—Arrangementsare in progressfor a
grand reunion of the war veteransof
Ingham County, which will be held in.
Mason about

the third

week in August.

—Reports to the State Board of Health
show diphtheria at seventeen places, scarlet fever at ten places,typhoid fever at five

places, measles at nineteen places, and
typhus fever at Detroit.

—The Michigan Central Railroad

lay-

is

ing steel rail on tho Caro branch, and the

road-ledis

to

be

reballasted.

officialhas predicted the

A

railroad

extensionof the

line to Casa City within a year.

—

Tho next

teachers' institute for

Oak-

land County will be held at Pontiac during
the

week commencing August 22.

At the

close of the institute the School Examiners
will hold

an examination of teachers.

—Strange

as it

may seem,

the ice dealers

at Marquette neglected to lay in a sufficient

supply of ice last winter,and now with the

thermometer registering clear up in the
ninetiesthere is a scarcityof the article.
—

Now comes forward the

irrepressible

granger with a growl about the apples falling fiom tho trees in great quantities,and

the consequent prospect of a light cropv
But it is a cold day when the average
granger is not grumblingabout something,,
and there are no cold days now.
— AY bile at work in

a

wheat field on hie

farm near Orchard Lake, Oakland County,
one day last week, (ius

Newman’s Cham-

pion binder took tiro from the friction of

some of the parts, and before anything
could bo done the entire machine was
burned up, Mr.

Newman

saving his team

with great difficulty.

MICHIGAN PENSIONERS.

The Number by CounticM and the Aggro
in that wav.
gate Sum Paid Yearly.
Alabama ...... $78,542 MiBsourl ...... &7, 858, 990
Arkansas ..... 97,630 Montana ...... 101,158
The followingfigures relating to pen*,
California ..... 2, 081, *221 Nebraska...... 2,395,404 sioners in Michigan are gleaned from the
Colorado ....... ‘260,154lNevada........ 70,419
Connecticut... 481,405|N. Hamshiro.. 377, -r62 records of the Pension Bureau at Wash-*
Delaware ...... 263, *297 Now Jersey...4,596,161 ington:
Florida ........829,003 New Mexico.
63,565
During the late war Michigan was credGeorgia ........ 386.7J5 New York ..... 15, 101, ‘203 ited with having furnished87,363 men.
Illinois ........ 24,825,707 N. Carolina.... 1,950,701
The total number of the citizens of tho
Indiana .......4,219,038'Ohio.......... '.15,896,795
Iowa .......... l,951,124|Oregon........ 152,318 State whose names ore borne on the penKansas ........ 211.r20iPennsylvania.
8,120,357 sion-rollsis 16,646, and they are paid each
Kentucky ..... 12,417,623 Rhode Island. 236,251 mouth $154,452.69, or every year $1,853,Louisiana....543,748 8. Carolina.... 103,146
Maine ........50,266 Tennessee.... 1,012,516 432.28. The largest number in any one
Maryland ..... 2,875,597Texas ......... 209,343 county is in Wayne, where there are
Massachusetts2, 471, 151 Vermont ..... 30,119 1,051, aud they receive each month $10,Michigan ..... 1,801,907Virginia ...... 2,923,390 674.25, or every year $128,091. The folMinnesota.... 554,088 W. Virginia. .. 538,266
Mississippi...43,605 Wisconsin.... 3,178,964 lowing statement shows the number of
pensioners in each county of the State, toCash receiptsfor sale of adhesion
stamps .............................
7,777 gether with the amount received by them
Aggregate receipts...................118,835,757 every month:
done

.

.

1

1

1

THE ANDOVER CONTROVERSY.
Egbert

C.

Smyth, tho RecentlyDismissed

Phillips Academy Professor.

Almost everybody has heard of the
Andover theological controversy,which
has just broken out afresh with such
vigor as to make some people say that
it has only begun. The cause of
new eruptionis the recent action of the
Board of Visitorsin dismissing Prof.

County.

Amount
Pensions.

Alcona ........................il
Algor. ........................
4
Allegan .......................
405
Alpena. ..... ..................... 49
Antrim ...........................113
Arenac ...........................19
Baraga ........................... 6
Barry .............................
385
Bay ........ .....y ............... 159
51
Derr.en ..........................473
48

Gass .............................261
Charlevoix .......................101
Cheboygan ....................... 79
Chippewa ........................ 17
Clare .........................70
Clinton ...........................
378
Crawford ........................ 27
Delta .............................24
Eaton ........................... 550
Emmet ...........................134
Genesee ..........................577
Gladwin .......................... 4
Grand Traverse...., ............. 111
Gratiot ...........................
:i«*2
Hillsdale .........................402
Houghton ...................
.....
14
Huron ............................99
Ingham ..........................563
Ionia ........................
.....
195
Iosco ..............................
26
a
Isabella ..........................
1C2
Jackson ...........................
454
Kalamazoo .......................176
Kalkaska......................... 82
Kent.... .... ......................395
Keweenaw ........................ 6
Lake ..............................to
Lapeer ...........................
209
Leelauaw .........................34
Lenawee .........................016
Livingston .......................256
Mackinac ........................ 26
Macomb ..........................213
Manistee ......................... 77
Mauttou ......................... 1
Marquette ........................34
............................91
Egbert C. Smyth from the chair of the Mason
Mecosta ..........................168
ecclesiastical history in what is offi- Menominee .......................43
cially known as the Theological Insti- Midland .......................... 01
Missaukee........................15
tution in Phillips Academy in Andover, Monroe ...........................
241
and more
termed Andover Montcalm ................ ....... 375
Montmorency ................... 6
Seminary.
Muskegon. ...........a. «.•«...••• 873
Prof.
is charged with main- Newaygo ..........................
143
taining and inculcating beliefs incon- Oakland ..........................401
0c6tkU&> e*«eeeeeeeeeeescaceeeae«ete
171
sistent with and repugnant to the creed Ogemaw ..... .................... 23
Ontonagon
.......................
7
of the institution.Egbert Coffin Smyth,
Osceola..........................
D. D., was born at Brunswick, Maine, Oscoda ...........................1777
Aug. 24, 1829. He received a thorough
33
education, graduating finally
the OwftWM*••••••••••••••#•••••••••••223
Presque Isle ..................... 6
Theological Seminary of Bangor, in Roscommon ..................... 15
........
.............. 419
the year 1853. Prof.
is a brothht. Clair ......................... 236
Rev.
Smith, whose Ht. Josenh .......................317
books, entitled
Religious Feel- Sanilac ...........................127
ing,” “Old Faith in
Lights,” and Schoolcraft ...................... 11
ShiftWftRBBO
394
Orthodox Theology of To-day,” Tuscola ..........................827
506
created
sensation in CongregaWashtenaw ......................260
tional and Presbyterian circles a few Wayne ...........................
1,054
years ago.
Wexford .........................148
.

Smyth

i

at

Smyth

er of

Newman

“The
New

“The

muoh

...

3,6CU7
441.00

38.00
3,542.75
1,451.75
4,248.43

>

Calhoun ..........................049

commonly

paid.

4,077.87
2,257.59
1,193.75
064.43
1*26.60

040,00
3,786.34
258.75
148.00
5,703.00
1,

33050

0,214.5a
44.00
1,072.00
9,260.5a
4,284.25
80. 5 J
951.00
5,0 3.59
1,818.25-

233.00
i,45s.oa
6,137.00
1,038.00
*28i.0a

3,835.33
' 70.00
546.00
1,977.00
•292.00
C,:i33.0a

2,744.09
*299.75

2,2)7.00
1,802.75
4.00
273.25
801.41
1,0/1.77
225.00
759.0J
128.03
3,339.50
3,279.50
40.00
3,431.59
1,008.00
8,010.93
1,045.00
1 9.00
107.09
l,lo6.25.

04.00
83-2.00.

2,118.42
62.00
125.00
8,791.50
2,1448.00

3,257.34
1,109.50
100.00
4,253.07
3.26L15
0,421.85
2.852.50
10,674.25.

1,342.50

MARK TWAIN IN THE WAR.

At the same time there is nothing a man
resents as quickly as being asked,
Battle in Which the Opposing Force
“Don’t you know who I am ?” Nobody
Was Exterminated.
in creation can keep back the answer,
I was in the civil war two weeks. In
internally, if he can keep it to himself,
that brief time I rose from private to
of “No, I don’t, and I don’t care a
•Second Lieutenant. The monumental
There was once a very important State
feature of my campaign was the one
official in California who thought that
battle which my command fought. It
everybody knew him, or ought to know
was in the summer of ’61. If 1 do say
him. He was one day walking through
it, it was the bloodiest battle ever
a field, when a bull addressed him in
fought in human history; there is
an undertone and made for him with
mottling approaching it for destruction
its head down and its horns in a posiof human life in the field, if you take in
tion to raise him. He was a State offi•consideration the forces engaged and
cial, a man of dignity and political
;the proportion of death to survival.
power, and natural pomposity, but he
And yet you do not even know the name ran. He ran surprisingly well. He
of that battle. Neither do I. It had a
ran even better than he ran for office,
name, but I have forgottenit. It is no and he got to the fence first. He clamuse to keep private informationwhich bered over out of breath and dignity,
you can’t show off. Now look at the and found the owner of the bull calmly
way history does. It takes the battle of contemplating the operation.
Boonville,fought near by, about the
“What do you mean, sir?” asked the
date of our slaughter,and shouts its irate official. “What do you mean bv
teeth loose over it, and yet never menhaving an infuriatedanimal like tha’t
tions ours; doesn’t even call it an “afroaming over the fields ?”
fair;” doesn’t call it anything at all;
“\\ ell, I guess the bull has some right
never even heard of it Whereas, what in the field
”
are the facts ? Why, these : In the bat“Right! Right! Do you know who
tle of Boonville there were 2,000 men
I am, sir? Do you know who I am?”
engaged on the Union side, and about
The farmer shook his head.
as many on the other— supposed to be.
“I, sir, am Gen.
.”
The casualties, all told, were two men
“Why in thunder didn’t you tell the
killed ; and not all of these were killed
bull?”— Sa?i Francis' o Chronicle.
outright, but only half of them, for the
i other man died in the hospital next day.
The agent of the German Baptist Pnb.
I know that because his great unde was lieation Society,Cleveland, Ohio, Mr. H.
second cousin to my grandfather,who Schulte, writes: “We keep St. Jacobs Oil
spoke three languages, and was per- on hand, and consider it most valuable in
fectly honorableand upright,though case of burns, scalds, etc.” Use according
he had warts all over him, and used to to directions.
—but never mind about that, the facts The Establishment of the Canard Line.
are just as I say, and I can prove it.
The acceptance by the English GovTwo men killed in that battle of Boon- ernment of the Cunard Company’s bid
ville, that’s the whole result. All the
for the contractfor carrying the mails
others got away— on both sides. Now.
to America resulted in putting afloat,
then, in our battle there were just
in 1K40, the Acadia, Britannia,Colum-

A

-

-

-

fifteen

men engaged on our

side— all
Brigadier Generals but me, and I was a

Caledonia. The first vessels
of the Cunard Line were all wooden
-Second Lieutenant.On the other side
paddle-wheelsteamers, with engines
there was one man. He was a stranger.
by Napier, of Glasgow, of the usual
We killed him. It was night, and we side-leverclass; the return-flueboilthought he was an army of observation
ers and jet-condenserswere used, the
he looked like an army of observationlatter holding their place for many
in fact, he looked bigger than an army
years to come, though surface conof observationwould in the day time; densation had already appeared as an
and some of us believed ho was trying
experiment. The company was to
to surround us, and some thought he
carry the mails fortnightlybetween
was going to turn our position, and so
Liverpool, Halifax,and Boston, reguwe shot him. Poor fellow ; he proba- lar sailings to be adhered to, and four
bia, and

;

•

bly wasn’t an army of observation,after
vessels to be employed, for the sum of
all, but that wasn’t our fault; as I say,
£81,000 ($400,000) per annum. The
he had all the look of it in that dim
contractwas made for seven years, but
light. It was a sorrowful circum- was continued from time to time for
stance, but he took the chances of war,
forty-six —no break occurring in this
und he drew the wrong card; he overnearly half-century’s service until
estimated his fighting strength,and he
within a short time of the present writsuffered the likely result; but befell ing, when the Umbria— Nov. 4, 1880—
as the brave should fall— with his face
was the first ship in the history of the
to the front and feet to the field— so we
company to leave Liverpool on the
buried him with the honors of war, and

took his things. So began and ended
•the only battle in the history of the
world where the opposing force was
utterly exterminated, swept from the
iace of the earth— to the last man.
And yet you don’t know the name of
ithat battle ; you don’t even know the
•name of that man. Now. then, for the
argument. Suppose I had continued
in the war, and gone on as I began, and

regular day of sailing for America

without mails.
The Britannia was the first of the
fleet to sail; and, strange to say (from
the usual seaman’s point of view) Friday, July 4, 1840, was the day selected.
She arrived at Boston in 14 days and 8
hours, a very successful passage for
the time.

The Lion and the Lamb.
Moxie and the rumaellenjare friends at last
It was thought it would injure their trade.
Now they are making most' money on it and
do no harm, while
‘tile tffe
th<
old drinker prefers it
__________
it bids highest on the liquor
Thank
God thatj it
dealer’s pocket
The American people have grown to be the
moat nervous and intellectual people in the
world. It is quite lucky that the Moxie Nerve
Food has come along to sustain both. It bids
fair to bo the mainstay of the over-worked
and over-stimulated,
as well as to be able to
rectify the effects of dissipation.Druggists

----

.......

1

sell

it

_

An Important Arrest.
The arrest of a suspicious character npon
his general appearance, movements, or companionship, without waiting until he has
robbed a traveler, fired a house, or murdered
a fellow-man,is an important funclion of a
shrewd detective.Even more important is tho
arrest of a disease which, if not chocked, will
blight and destroy a human life. Tho frequent
cough, loss of appetite, general languor or
debility, pallid skin, and bodily aohos and
pains, announcethe approachof pulmonary
-ur-vj -------- ------ sted and
-

“Golden

A Facetious Horse.
He was always delighted,too, when
he could tease or frighten any other
horse. Many a time I have seen him,
after dancing and pawing and going

No love is so intense as that of the cally and montally; experience a sense of
oightean-year-oldyouth for the twenty-six- fullness or bloating after eating, or of “goneness, or emptiness of stomaoh in tho mornvear-old gnL .^ge gets over it, of course, ing, tongue coated, bitter or bad taste in
but while it’s in'^nfe^ou it’s sixty miles an
hour, including stops!— Fuck.
before the ovo*. nervous prostrationor exsideways, or tail first, as he always did
haustion,irritabilityof temper, hot flushes,
alternating with chlUv sehsatlons,shaS
at starting out, suddenly sober down,
“ I Don’t Want Relief, but Cure,”
biting; transientpains here and tlioro,ooM
slide up to Mr. Romayne’s big horse, Is tho exclamationof thousands suffering from
<Jro1W8*n®88after meals, wakefulness,or
Zampa, and walk along as quiet ant catarrh. To all such wo say: Catarrh can bo disturbed nnd unrofreslilngsleep, oonsta&L.
fooling of dread, or of Impenddemure as a cat, until Mr. Romayne cured by Dr. Sago’s Catarrh Remedy. It has indescribable
ing calamity ?
been done iu thousands of cases ; why not in
would say: “Why, Jo, you’re really yours?
If you have all, or any considerablenumber
Your danger is in delay. Inclosea
these symptoms,you are suffering from
getting that pony quiet.” Quick as a stamp to World’sDispensary MedicalAssocia- of
that most common of American maladlea—
tiou,
Buffalo,
N.
Y.,
for
pamphlet
on
this
disflash Toddie would seize Zampa’s cur
Bilious Dyspepsia, or Torpid Liver, associated
ease.
with Dyspepsia,or Indigestion. Tho more
rein between his teeth, give it a fearfu
complicated your disease has become, tho
jerk, then jump off to the other side o
The “I deal” man will usually bo found greater tho number nnd dlvoreity of symppresiding over a faro bank.
the road and stand there, shaking a
C'p,,N^'c;rw-h.:»o;Vha5^h.|
over like a person that is splitting hi
will subduo it, If taken according to directions
for a reasonablelength of time. If not
sides with laughter.You never coult
I. 0. 0. F. Annonncement.
cured, complicationsmultiply and Consume,
tell what that pony mightn’t do next.
Tho Transportation Committee of the t on of the Lungs. Skin Diseases, Heart Discnssk
Sovereign Grand Lodge, L O. O. F, to-day Rheumatism,Kidney Disease, or other grere
—Ameri an Magazine.
announces that tho grand officialroute from maladiesore quit© liable to set In and, sooner
Chicago to Denver and return in September or later, indiHje a fatal termination.
Dr. Pierce’s Uoldon ffledlcnlDio.
The Old Folks at Home,
will bo Chicago, Bock Island A Pacific By.,
covory acts powerfullyupon tho Liver, and
Or elaowhore, need a tonic now and then to snsChicago to Kansas City, Union Pacific By., through that groat blood -purifying organ,
Kansas City to Denver, returning via Bur- cleanses the system of all blood-taints and linl
tain them under growing infirmities. No safer
lington Route, Denver to Chicago.Official purities, from whatever cause arising. It is
or more thorough invigorantfor ago and the
tram will leave Chicago for Denver at 2p. m., equally efficacious in acting upon tho Kiddelicate can bo found than Hostotter’s Stomach
Wednesday, Sept 14.
Hitters, a seasonablemedicine in those ailon appetizing, restorative tonic, it promotes
ments of commonest occurrence—liver comUse Frazer Axle Groaso; ’tia tho best in’tbo digeetlon and nutrition, thereby buildingup
plaint, indigestion and bowel disorders ; a pure
world— will wear twice as long as any other. both tlesh and strength. In malarial districts,
ths wonderfulmedicinehas gained grret
botauic safeguardagainst malaria, and a relicelebrity In curing Fever and Ague, Chills and
able means of counteractingrheumatism.To
Prevent crooked boots and blistered bools Fever, Dumb Ague, and kindred diseases.
tho convalescent, it is a valuable aid in the by wearing Lyon’s Patent Heel Htiffouors.
Dr. Plorce’s Goldeu Medical Discovery
recovery of strength, and to the debilitated
nervous invalid it yields tranquil slumber am
If a cough disturbs your sloop, take Piso’i
renewed appetite— two prime factors in tho Cure for Consumption and rest welt
restoration of vigor. Being of purely botanic
from a common Blotch, or Eruption, to tbs
origin,it is free from those objectionsurged
woret Scrofula.Salt-rhcum, “ FCver-sores.’*
against mineral remediesditflcultorImpossible Charllt,« yon th. SSth July. Your, forem, DOT, Eut Onmp. Scaly or Hough Skin, in short, all diseases
of assimilation by the system,and which imcaused by bad blood are conqueredby this
pair the tone of tho stomach,which tho Bitters,
powerful, purifying,nnd Invigoratingroodi°n the contrary, strengthens and regulates.It
elno. Groat Luting Ulcers rapidly hem under
Is Indorsedand proscribed by the medical fraUs ticnign inlluenco. Especially has it manik
t4i 118 a day. Kamplos worth tl-V),FREE
ternity.
Jested its potency in curing Totter,Eozems,
|UDMnot under the horse’s feet. Writ! Erysipelas, Bolls, Carbuncles,Sore Eyes, Scrot
ulouB Sores and Swellings, Hip-JointDisoass.
MENTI
Introduction of Railways.
White Swelling" Goitre,or Thick Neffi
and Enlarged Glands. Send ten cents In
The following are the dates of tho
stamps for a largo Treatise, with colored
introductionof railways in the various
plates,on Skin Diseases, or the same amount
countriesfrom 1825 to I860:
for a Treatise on Scrofulous Affections.
England .......... 182 > Peru ..............1850
A full business course, a Normal Penmanship ” FOR THE BLOOD IS THE LIFE.*9
Austria ........... 1828 Sweden ........... 1851 course. Shorthandand Typo-Writing all taught
France ........... 1828 Chili ..............1852 by efficient teachers. Catalogue and full par- Thoroughly cleanseit bv using Dr. Pierce*
Golden Medical Discovery, and good
United States.... 182J East Indies ...... 1853 ticulars scut free.
1
digestion, a fair skin, buoyant spirits, vital
Belgium .......... 1*35 Norway .......... 1853
strengthand bodUy health will bo established.
Germany .........1835 Portugal .......... 1854 D. L. MUSSELMAN, A.
Principal.
Island of Cuba... 1837 Brazil ............1834
Gem City BusinossCollege, Quincy.Ill
Kussia ........... 1838 Victoria .......... 1854
MENTION THIS PAPER wmn wam.a to .eviaTiiiu.
Balv ............. 1839 Colombia ....... 1855
which is Scrofula of the Lnnaa, is arrested
Switzerland ...... 1814 New South Wales 1855
and cured by this remedy, If taken in tha
Jamaica ..........1845 Egypt ............1856
ENGLAND
earlier stages of tho disease. From its marvelous power over this terribly fatal disease^
Npain .............1848 Middle Australia.185(5
when first offering this now world-famed ronw
Canada ........... 18 >0 Natal ............ i860 il0F MUSIC
edy to the public, Dr. Pieroo thought seriously
1850 Turkey ........... 18 50
IPPKD In the of calling it his “Consumption Cuiul'’but
art year. Thorabandoned
that name as too rretrictivo for
uile, Plano and
Weak Junes, witting of blood, consumption,
medlcino which, from its wonderful core*
nd'l talfan"^
ryTLl' **« to r*^ nchTo**?and kindred affections, cured without physician. Address for treatise,with 10 cents in
stamps, World’s Dispensary Medical Association, 063 Main street,Buffalo, N. Y.
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CURES ALL HUMORS,

wme&smM

S3

Address
M„

MEW

CONSERVATORY
Boston, Mass.

Mexico.

only after she becomes a centenawoman is willing to own up to
her ege.— Boston Post.
It

is

rian that a

CONSUMPTION,

Liver, Blood, and

Rock River Seminary,
(ESTABLISHEDIN

1830),

NOW, MT. MORRIS

Prof. Loisette’s Memory Discovery.
No doubt can bo entertained about tho value

Lungi

For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood, Bhortness of Breath,Chronic Nasal Catarrh,Bronchitis. Asthma, Severe Coughs, and kindred
affections,it is am efficientremedy.
, Sold by Druggists,at $1.00, or Six Bottles
for^®OeOO#
&r Send ten cents In stamps for Dr. Pieroe*
book on Consumption.Address,

ACADEMY,

It must have required considerable
and genuineness of Prof. Loisette’sMemory
moral courage in the projectors to in- System, as it is so strongly recommended by
MT. MOKKIN,
7
'exterminated the opposing force every
FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.
augurate such an undertaking on a day Mark Twain, Mr. Proctor, Hons. W. W. Astor,
time — every two weeks— where would
World’s Dispensary Medical liioclitloi,
t’OURSES-Four Literary, and First-class Comof the week which has been so long on
Judah P. Benjamin,Dr. Buckley, and others.
'your war have been ? Why, ycu see
063 Mala St., BUFFALO, JV.
the black-listof sailor superstition, For full details send for Prof. L’s prospectus,
yourself, the conflict would have been
dresHiug, aud church attendance required. Good
notwithstanding it had the advantage
Ixmrd per yeiar(4tiweeks).•06.40. Satisfactiuu lu
at 287 Fifth Ave., Now York. From it tho Systoo one-sided. There was but one honinstruction
giiaranteed.Send for catalogue.Address
of being the anniversaryof the Declar- tem is taught by correspondence quite as well
tMo^nthlapaiwr.)J. Q. BOYER, I’rln.
orable course for me to pursue, and I
MENTION
THIS PAPER www wnmss to israsnisaa.
ation of American Independence. The as by personal instruction. Collegesnear Now
pursued it. I withdrew to private life,
success of this line ought certainly to York bavo secured his lectures. Ho has had
and gave the Union cause a chance. rehabilitateFriday to a position of 100 Columbia Law students, two classes of 300 St.
each at Yale, 200 at Meriden, 250 at Norwich,
There, now, you have the whole thing
equality among the more fortunate 400 at WellesleyCollege, and 400 at University
in a nutshell ; it was not my presence
IN
days, though it will bo observed that of Pena Wo cannot conceivehow a system
in the civil war that determined that
could
receive
any
higher
indorsomont
none of the transatlanticlines have
tremendous contest — it was my retireyet selected it as a day of sailing.
teed
BIST IN THE
ment from it that brbught the crash.
Indigestion, dyspepsia,nervous prostracuraMftndabaolutely^VH^ WORLD!
The Hibernia and Cambria followed tion, and all forma of general debility
wfe. Made la all riie.
-4
It left the Confederate side too weak.
Urge or (mill game.
in 1843 and 1845, 530 tons larger in
displacement,with 1,010 indicated
The Opportunity of Democracy,
properties._______
horse-power, and steaming about Oj
and life-suso have now at least one country
knots per hour. The present Atlantic
ile in all on|Where, for over a century, there has
traveler considers himself a much------------result of exBeen neither king, nor oligarchy, nor injured person if he has not electric haustion, nervous prostration, overwork, or
Ths OLDEST MEDICINE Is the WORLD ia BM
acute U1UU1
disease; particularly if resultingfrom SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN.
'Oppressive taxes, nor established re- lights and bells, baths ad libitum,and MUUWU
probebly Dr, Isaac Thompsoa’s 1
"
complainto. Hazard, Hazard *
ligion, nor desire for conquest, nor a reasonable amount of cubic space in pulmonary
CONSERVATORY
OF
MUSIC.
Co , propri
proprietors,,NNew
York.
-----<l.brit.d
alien enemies, nor armed propaganda. which to bestow himself. None of the
For four generations the people’s least of these existed in the earlier
Bead the advertisementof Mount Morris —
conservatories of Europe, is
under charge of a complete corps of teadieri.
Bands have been untied; they have passenger ships; a narrow birth to Academy in another column of this paper.
Sinffio modeltdon the great Art Hchools of Europs.
laid aside the sword; even the plough sleep in and a plentiful supply of food
Drawing and Painting from life and the antique,
Phonography *nd Typewritingtaught. Bnfidings
'(such has been their prosperity) has were afforded, but beyond these
not been grasped in all their working there was little— notwithstanding the
Dull
Bouts. Their hands have been free, whole of the ship was given up to firstExpressesthe condition of thousands of people
MENTION THIS FAPXB wus wunas f* asvaaMSM,
their minds have been at rest; the peo- cabin passengers,emigrants not being at this season. The depressing effects of the
One Agent (MerehantonlyMjameiHnrwj uiwu for
ple have had both the scepter of power carried in steamers until 1850, and it warm weather and that tired feeling are quickly
by the use of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
It
and the leisure to employ it. For the was not until 1853 that any steamer of overcome
gives strength in place of weakness, gives tone
ft
Brst considerable time in the history the Cunard line was fitted for their ac- to every organ, creates an appetite, and purifies
the blood. Give it a trial now.
•of the world they have had their wishes commodation.
“I have been troubledfor many years with
r anllkeartllclal aystm.
and have worked their will; what have
How little it was possible for the violent headaches. Hood's Sarsaparilla did mo
they done with it? We have had our wanderer to Europe in those days may so much good that I feel like a new being. I customer. I have acid them for more than three
earnestly recommend Hood's Sarsaparilla to all
rears, and the only fault that my customers find with
aay, we so-callod masses; what have we be seen when comparison shows the who suffer withheadoohos."Mbs. K. Satcukll.
.,ra. *" ,that ‘bey r»°'t "moke any other
cigar with
Baid?
satisfaction.
Robert H. Cowdhey, Ph. U. Chicago
Britannia to have been but half the Gates Avenue, Brooklyn, N. X.
Address R. W. TAN8ILL A CO., Chicago.
In the old fairy tale the poor man length of the Umbria, but two-thirds
MENTION THIS PAPER wwts wemse t* aeraeruasa.
Sarsaparilla
and his wife were given their three her breadth, but six-tenths her depth,
IBof.r.lMjjTHIlL
wishes. And the wife wished for a with much less than half her speed, Sold by all druggists, fl six for 56. Preparedonly
Price 35 eta. !
by C. L HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Loweli.Mass.
IODER'8 PASTILLE! mail. 8tnwell£G0k
black pudding ; and the husband wished and less than one-twentiethher power.
iarl/»«{ny n
IOO Doses One Dollar. it at the end of his wife’s nose. And —Scribiier.
MENTION THU PAPU wsas warns, to aeraanaaa.
there was nothing left for the third but
>to wish it off again.
Mr. J. W. Mevis, 28 Rock street,
We may hope, and justly, that dem- Lowell, Mass., writes: “I was taken with
ocracy has been more wise than this. n crick in the neck and Buffered agony. St
drugBut that there has been a tendency Jacobs Oil cured me.” For sale by d
gists and dealers.
rather to wish for black puddings than
for hand free to get them and stomWhen President Hayes occupied the
achs able to digest them, it were useWhite House Mrs. Hayes saw a little
less to deny. And the explanation is
girl gazing about in the east room one
to be found in what we have said. For
morning, and went up to her with outthree thousand years humanity has stretched hands, saying: “What is
(thought its woes all came from others,
u _ Cure* Neuralgia,Toothache,
Tbs original Photograph,
your name, little girl?” “Dora,” was
Tn®F consist Of * vegetable combination that panel «Ue, of tbl* picture
from tyrants or enemies, aristocrats or
the reply. “Well, Dora,” said Mrs.
•ent on receipt of lOc. In
.false religions; itself was capable, in
•tsmiM. AddrnM,
Hayes, “I am very glad to see you.”
BILE BEANS
itself, of perfect blessedness. SudSt. Louis,
“ion would be gladder,” said the
denly these other things have been child, “if you knew I was from Ohio.”
Burn*, Wound*, Old Sores and
eliminated; what, then, was left but
Mrs. Hayes enjoyed the joke as much
Paine.
ihappiness and perfect, light? And
CO.. PBOPBUETCSS, «'X’. X.OT7ZM, ACO.
received hr usmore than
as any one.— Boston Budget.
«
valusola
remedy. It
•democracy,grasping, like Icarus, the
not only relieve* the nj«»t eevers mini; bat
•rems of power, drove straightway for
A Belgian glass-blower at Meadthe sun.— F. J. Stimson, in Scrib- ville, Pa., has just accomplishedthe
utim rflZABD OIL CMPMr CHI&Bg
ner's Magazine.
feat of driving a locomotiveand train
of cars with gas manufactured from
a
to
The Pompous Man and the Bull.
crude oih The device, which occupies
I like the man who is always asking, a small space on the tender, and is
is to
or seeming to ask, “Don’t you know connected with the furnace, is very
who I am?” It is human nature to be simple. The experiment was made
times.”
ashamed of being insignificant,of being on the New York, Pennsylvania, and
unknown. The meanest occupation Ohio Boad, and has been pronounced
No, a»-«
does not deprive a man of that sense of by competent persons a complete sucWRITING TO AD
•being of some importance in the world. cess.
“
7 you saw ths ad
ILL.,*
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"Samantha at Saratoga,"
BY

JOSUH

Come and See

ALLEN’S WIFE.

One of the most prominent personages
of the literary world just

now

The best place to buy

is Miss

,

Marietta Holley, popularly known as

Samantha Allen,

CASTORIA

or Josiah Allen’s wife.

She became a favorite very early in her
literary career, and each new issue from
her pen has added to her fame, until, for

a

CLOTHING,

princely sum, and the book is decidedly a

hit.

It will doubtless outsell all

and Children.

for Infants

“Castorlatsaowell adapted to children that
recommend it aa euperior to any prescription
known to me." H. A. Ascnxa, M. D.,

shines them all in the fascinatingvein of

humor

which Miss

in

went

Holley

Oxford Si, Brooklyn, N. Y.

this

and

•AND*

sea-

role of

Gents’ Furnishing Goods

Josiah

—IS

You Need

side, with his characteristic blunders,

The most

faux pas, and quick, boylike enthusiasm.

As Samantha Allen, Miss Holley

effective medicine, for the cure

is ob-

propriety. Such

most economical blood purifier in use.

couple In the whirl of

Saratoga would certainly develop many
here the humor

of the book arises. Plain, back-country,

life are so

comes

and gay,

artificial

Itldicrous to the

am

Saratoga

wide apart, that each sides

the author the artist’s pencil has added a

lustratethe text by Frederick Opper, the
leading artist of PucJc. Burt Wilder, too,

artists

make

Hollakd Mich.. March

at-

their

pictures talk, and between the text and

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

the talk of the pictures the reader looks

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mas*.
Bold by all Drugging. Price *1 ; aix bottles, |5.

and

its

Holland, Mich., April

1887.

13,

11-ly.

BARGAINS!

BAUMGARTEL.

19 1885.

FIDELIA H. LION, Halmt-a, Hawaii, SandwichI»laad«.
ALEXANDER HITfHIE. lucerne.., beotl.nd.
RS. HANCEL V. ORTEGA, Frnwlllo, /.ealeea^ Sealra.
HR-V. EMMA COOPER. Ctllla, bpaUtb llondura., Ceatral
America.

COBB. t. 8. TIee-fon‘u!, C.Mtblanea, Morocco.
AbHHHOOK,Red Wolf. Cal.
ERNEST TURNER, Nolilnghrm,
England.
Jacob ward, Uo*i»', New Sostu
«
And tbouiand. of other. In ei-rj part of tho

wain.

United State,.

“fovrorxn OXVOES-tU 5Ioi*nr Art!™
I. Ik. title uf a

The

best of bargains in

Boots and Shoes

CAH/BETS,
Picture Frames, and

Honest Goods

—

Bnllior rlih-r xlll tr wo
mtlun. Urait lUe !.ri ihnrc

may

Prices.

be obtained at the

litli.SitlSMMaiitie

RAILWAY.

I

For curative effects, one bottle Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla is worth three of any other

Only Direct Route to Marquetteand the Iron and
Copper Regions of the Upper Peninsula
of Michigan.

name.

Worth Knowing,

for

Wm.Verbeek

have the Celebrated

GRAY

"THE SOO-MACKINAW SHORT LINE."

SHOE

BROS.’

OH

ONE DOLLAR.
Liberal discount allowed to postmasters, agents
and clubs. Sample copies mailed free.
Address all orders to

RICHARD K FOX,
N Y.

.

- ---- .
tuvuro, worm
---- je great book for agents, “The Lives a
Graves oiour Presidents,” over 600 pages. 22 1

.

W
“C.le.?rcJd
day.”-M ATT
MELLINGEO. ‘•Made over $60

OUR PRICES.

n

P?

first

week.’
day "l
FUNK. Owing to the coming Presidential ca
paign it outsells all other books in the field.Co
plotc outfit. Including engraving,for 50 cents
stamps. Always address ELDER PUB. Cl
Chicago, III.
first

W ALLISON. "Took 10 ordfra

1886.

We keep

MY BACK

I

^

on

CALL AND SEE US AND LEARN

EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.

Holland. Mich., Oct. 20,

PALEN,

Eighth Street.

neatly done.
46,

&

Franklin Square
io tho old postoffleebuilding

Ladies. Call and see them.

NO.

frr. to any a-Jr.-M on appll*

States for three Months on receip”©/1

Repairing promptly and

TM

Trails eacli way Jaily maRios
Mr.W.H. Morgan, merchant, Lake City, Two
close connectloiis io Onion Depots
Fla., was taken with a severe cold, attended with a distressingcough and runat all Points.
ning into consumption in its first stages.
He tried many so-called popular cough Wagner Parlor Cars and Superb
remedies and steadilygrew worse. Was
Wagner Sleeping Cars,
reduced in flesh, had difficulty in breathbuilt eqpreesly for this line, on aii express trains
ing and was unable to sleep. Finally
tried Dr. King’s New Discoveryfor ConThe territorytraversed,!?famous for its
sumption and found immediate relief, and
after using about a half dozen bottles Unexcelled Hunting and Fishing
found himself well and has had no return
Tickets for sale at all points via this route.
of the disease. No other remedy can
Information, address
show so grand a record of cures, as Dr. For Maps. Folders, Rates and
E. W. ALLEN,
King’s New Discoveryfor Consumption.
Gen’l Pass. & Ticket Agt., Marquette. Mich.
Guaranteed to do just what is claimed for
it— Trial bottle free at Yates & Kane’s,
*500
!
Holland,and A. De Kruif’s, Zeeland.
We will pay the above reward for any case of

!i.f,ulrmfull la.

$1
3 "TOTeelsjs

-OF-

delphia.

nil

!

STARKEY

P3S.

1

new

in the city, always on hand.

Published by Hubbard Brothers, Phila

.

ctimilrnttvi.tanil a rrror.

1S‘J7 .C 15'JifArch Strict, 1‘htiuita.,Pm.

Oil

BEST $3,00 SHOE Fl)i!™E ST0RE

is a rare product,

purchasers will not be disappointed.

lo till. r-mirlV.lr

wural Imndrt'ltnrprMnj 'urt.In $ m V rame of rkronio
Hi. m aflrr Wins .•IstYnard in .11* h* other
phy»lri.it.>.4Uo “ < ONUOl 5D OXYCIX-lt.(jrtilnlot
Dr«elo|ii’,-nl,"
rn lalm-Uny Look i..' one liundivtlpefto.

Paintings,

Honest

snd nMulU,"
Hr'ivl l avrs puMkhtS

•Mw-bubt of

E. HEROLD’S
AT

inn

l.r.iliiircof

I’jI.i..nl.lrl. f|.r. |

of

Furniture, Wall Paper,

-

nrw

by Hr*. fcUri.T A
ferautiun «»

and laughs and laughs and looks again.
Altogether,the book

REV. CHARLES V.. CCSIIINO,D. D., Itorhe«ter,N. Y.
HON. W?|. PENN NIXON, Editor Icler-Oeraa, Cbltafo, HI.
REV, A. W. 300RE, Editor The Centenary, Laarutar, 8. C.
W. II. WORTHINGTON,
Editor New South, !)lrnlo|ham, Ala*
JUDGE H. P. VEOOIAN,qneneHo, Kan.
HRS. BART A. LIVERMORE.Stlrwe, Mu.acbu.elU,
JUDGE R. 8. TOOUHEES,New York Cltj. '
HR. E. C. KNIGHT, rhlliJrlphlit.
R. IBANK 8IODALL, Mr ret.mi l, Philadelphia.
HON. W. IV. CCIil'YLEU, Lvtou, Pa.
EDWARD L WILSON, S3J Broadway, N. Tn Ed. Phlta*

THE FINEST

I have taken, within the past year, several bottles of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,and
find it admirably adapted to the needs of
an impoverishedsystem. As a blood
purifier, and as a tonic, I am convinced
that this wonderful preparation has no
equal. — Charles C. Dame, Pastor CongregationalChurch, Andover,Me.

rich entertainment. Over a hundred
drawingshave been made especially to il-

book. These

W.

have found Ayer’s Sarsaparilla a more
effectual remedy, in the ulcerous forms of
Scrofula, than any other we possess.—
James Lull, M. D., Potsdam, N. Y.

To these mirth-making presentations of

tractive

Dn. 6TAHKBY k PALE 5 hm tba llbtrtyto r*f-r to tho
well-knownperaom who baia tried their
Trealaeati
HON. HR. D. KELLEY, Umber of Cortrete, Philadelphia.
REV. VICTOR L. CONRAD,Editor of tba LutbcmaObfollowlag.naard

J.

I

book.

Second door east of Post-office.

any time.

FIRST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOR SALE

The Best Remedy

other. These

embellishingthis

__

M. V.

ever comnounded,for diseasescaused by
impure blood.— Edward W. Richardson,
Milwaukee, Wis.

ludicrous, laugh-provoking contrasts are

a share in

at

convinced that Ayer’s Sarsaparillais

be-

the dominant features of Miss Holley’s

has done

A Scientific Haircut or
Invigorating Shampoo

For many rears I was troubled with
a Liver and Kidney complaint.Hearing
Ayer’s Sarsaparillavery highly recommended, I decided to try it, and have done
so with the most satisfactoryresults. I

remarkable situations and utter many

village life,

.

“THE COMPOUND OXYGEN TRKAT3EST" Dn. SUrkey
S Falen,5V. »S0 Arch Strttl,Philadelphia,hit* beta bjIbr
far the lut eaxaUea yean, U a Mlenllfltadjulaient of th»
alaataU of Oxypa aad Kltrogtamagnetlied, tad tba
compoundU *o coadeaudaad nude portable that II ll H«»
tU «Tir the world.

adclphla Photographer.

A Good Clean Shaye.

Stomach, Liver, or Kidney diseases, try
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla — the safest, best, and

—

yoa can get a

fering from Scrofula, General Debility,

sound to the core on every question of

AT

BILLY'S TONSORIAL PARLORS

of any serious ailment. If you are suf-

servant, unsophisticated, outspoken, and

It is

COSSCHPTIOS, ASTHJIi, BRONCHITIS, DTSPEPSU,
CATARRH, HAT FETKU, HEADACHE,DEBILITY,RHECMATISH, RELBALOIAud tU Chronic And Kmou DUor-

eerier,PhlladrlpKa.

and with
work. She

ears open,

famous assumed

funny comments.

and CAPS,

Csktaub Company, 18* Fulton Street, N. Y.

work, Miss Holley

Allen’s wife, her imaginary Josiah at her

a

EATS

witKmjurious medlcHoD.

To

brain and pencil vigorously at
in her

121

so happy

Saratogaand spent an entire

to

son, with eyes

went

is

ALSO-

Caatoria cures Colie, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation.
Kills Worms, gives sleep, and promotes di*

|

I

and so rich.
Preparing for

For Men, Boys, and Children,

her pre

vious issues, as it unquestionably out-

.

A WELL-TRIED TREATMENT

For

her latest work, "Samantha at Saratoga,”

Messrs. Hubbard Brothers paid her

1629 AroH Street, PHUad’a, Fa.

READY-MADE

!

everything kept in

a first-class store anti
is

no trouble

it

show

to

our stock,

fleldiore ecarce, bnt tbore who write to
Stineon A Ca, Portland, Maine. will recriro
free, fall Information
about work which
they can do. and lire at home, that will pay
them from 85 to $25 per
Some hare
earned over ISO hi a day Either tM.yoani;or old Capital
«x>t required. You are darted free Tbotewboauri at once
are absolute]/rare of inug little fortune!.Ait is new.

~

WM. VERBEEK.
Holland, Mich.

May

19,

1887.

IC-lyr.

fim

day

REWARD

For

and miasmatic diseases,
Ayer’s Ague Cure is a safe and radical
bilious

liver complaint,dyspepsia,sick headache, indigestion,conatipation
tionorcoi
or costivenesswe cannot
care with West’s Vegetable Llyer Pills, when the
directionsare atrictlycompiled with. They are
purely vegetable,and never fail to give satisfaction. Large boxes contaiolng80 sugar coated
-;uggl
pills, ---25c. ------For sale by all druggists.
Beware of
counterfeitsand imitations.The genuine mann
factnred only by JOHN C. WEST & CO.. 862
Madison street, Chicago, 111.

TAILORS and HATTERS.

'

cure.

,

SncUen’s Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all ekin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
money refanded. Priiice 25 cents per box.
For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland, and
A. De Kruif, Zeeland. Mich.

—

--

Dealers in Fine Furnishing Goods,

W

im. HILL’S.

ENGLISH BUCHU
H. Nitbelhk,

J.

It

Kidney

Proprietor of Ninth Street;

Liter;, Sale,

and Feed

sick,

we fare her Caatozte,

When

ahe was a Child, ahe cried for Caatoria,

Whan

the became Hiaa, ahe dong to Caatoria,

Whan

aha

had Children, aba gave than Caatark,

PRICE, SI

i

Throa Bottles

_

Delivered Doe
I

Scrofula, in the blood, corrupts and
contaminatesevery tissue and fibre in the
whole body; but whether appearing in
the form of swellings, erysipelas,or running sores, the malignantpoisons of this
disease are completely eradicated by the

have addeo to my business that of

W8«od

J.

CASKETS, COFFINS, ETC.

AND
I

i.

is

Wealth!

sells

BOGGIES.

have recently commenced the manufactureof

We

Keller

ia still

making those fine cabinet
a dozen. OppositeNews

office.
photos for $3.00

22- tf

Attention.
Wc have commenced our second annual
clearing out sale, and all our Summer
Goods will be sold at greatly reduced
prices. Gall early and secure the best
Henderson,

24-tf

Chicago Clothing House,
River street.

the latest styles.

J.

Tailoring trade.

ALBERTI, UNDERTAKER,
EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH,

I desire also to call the attention of all owners of
fast horses in this vicinityto the fact that I have
procured the assisunceof one of the best horsesboers in the west and am now able to do the
finest possible work in that line, both with steel
or Iron shoes either of hand or machine make. I
Db. E. c. West's Nbbve and Brain Treatbelieve that all should patronize homo trade when
ment. a guaranteedsptclflc for Hysteria, Dlzzlthey can boas well served, and I would ask that
ness, Coovnlslons, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headall give me a good trial before taking their work
ache, Nervous Prostration caused by the use of
elsewhere.
alcohol or tobacco, Wakefulness.Mental Depression, Softening of tba Brain resulting in insanity
and leading to misery,decay and death, PremaI also manufacture
ture Old Age, Barrenness, Loss of power In either

sex. Involuntary Losses

and

Spermatorrhoea

caused by over-exertion of the brain, self-abnee or
over-indulgence.
Each box contains one month's
treatment.<1.00 a box, or six boxes for |5.00,
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.

bargains in Clothingand Gents’ FurnishTo
ing Goods ever offered in Holland City. for
L.

__

Platform, Combination &
To which I invite the attention of all who desire
.ight and durable wagons.

We inform the public that we close our
store at seven o’clock the remainder of
this and all of next month.
are
selling our trimmed summer hats and
bonnets for half of their original prices.
L. & S. Van den Berge & Co.

prices,

Full Stock of Cloths and Cassimeres, for Fine

iM*

%

and have opened up a

Furnishing Goods of eier; Description.

Express Wagons,

-

of

.anam

the

50 cents a month. Delivered by Wm.
Baumgartel St twelve and one-half cents a

wesk.

XX

their stock one door east

full line

FLIEMAN

BEST WAGONS

same.

Health

DETROIT, MICH.

Manufacturesand

Good Horses and Carriages of all kinds and a
Hearse for funerals can be obtained at
Itch, Prairie Mange, and Scratchesof my place of business.
Attentionand courteoustreatmentcan be reevery kind cured in 80 minutes by Woollied upon.
ford’s Sanitary Lotion. Use no other.
Thankful for past favors I ask a continuance
J. H. MBBELINK.
This never fails. Sold by Kremera & of
Holland, Mich.. January SO, 1887.
Bangs, Druggists, Holland, Mich. 6*6mos
Subscribe for Grand Rapids' best paper,
the daily Democrat. It contains the associated press dispatches. Sent by mail at

Circular. Sold by aU DraoHU. Have moved

8<m Asctw.

and keep constantly on hand

first-class

for

for <8.80.

any charpe.

of

W. JOHNSTON A CO.,

UNDERTAKING

use of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

USE.^

INVESTIGATORSIN

Will euro all dluue. of the Kldooy*, Bladder, Irritation
of
the Neck ef the Bladder, Barainf Urine, Gleet, GonorrheaIn
all IU itagee. Macon. Dleebargee, CoogeiUonof the Kldneje,
Brick Doit Dcpoeit, Dlabetee, Inflammation of the Kldneye
and Bladder, Dropey of Kidney., Add Urine, Bloodr Urine,
PAIN IK THE BACK, Retention of Urine, Frequent Urination. Gravel lo aU ite form., Inabilityto Retainthe Water,
partiealarly
la peraou adranoed la life. IT IS A KIDNEY
INVESTIGATORthat reetoreethe Urine to Ha natural color,
remore* the add aad burning, and the effect of the exocerirc
aee of intoxicatingdrink.

STABLE,
When Baby waa

One of the Beet

WE GUARANTEE

SIX

BOXES

cure any cate. With each order received by ns
six boxes, accompanied with |5(X), we will
send the purchaserour written guarantee to reuad the money if the treatment does not effect

afeure. Guarantees issued only by YATES &
KANE, Druggists, Sole Agents, Holland, Mich.

and have them constantly on band.

Highest price paid for all
kinds of Furs.
skillfully

J.

Holland, Mich. Jan.

18,

FLIEMAN.

performed. Funerals in the country will be promptly attended to
same rate as those In the city.

BT7RXAL SHROUDS. -ALL SIZES.

1887.
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